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PREAMBLE 
 
The Bristol Warren Regional School Committee (hereinafter referred to as the 

“School Committee” or the "Committee") and the Bristol Warren Education 

Association (hereinafter referred to as the "Association" or BWEA) have negotiated 
the following Agreement pursuant to Chapter 9.3 of Title 28 of the General Laws of 

Rhode Island, as amended.  The objective of this Agreement is to provide the highest 

quality educational program for the children of the Bristol Warren School System in 

accordance with the highest aspirations of the community and the professional 
teaching staff. 

 

The parties hereby affirm that this Agreement was negotiated in good faith and 
express their determination to implement the Agreement in the same spirit. 

 

For the School Committee of the  For the Bristol Warren  
Bristol-Warren Regional School District Education Association 

 

 

 
______________________ _____________________

 ____________________________________ 

Chairperson President 
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ARTICLE 1 

RECOGNITION 

 
A.  The Committee and the Association recognize that the education of all Bristol 

and Warren children is their charge and primary responsibility. 

 
B. The Committee recognizes the Association as the exclusive representative of all 

certified teacher personnel (herein after referred to as "teachers" or "BWEA 

members") employed in the Bristol Warren Regional School Department 
engaged in teaching/educational duties in accordance with Title 28 Chapter 9.3 

of the General Laws of Rhode Island, as amended, except temporary per diem 

substitutes. 

 
C. The provisions of the Agreement represent the mutual desire of the parties to 

continue to promote cooperation and harmony and to formulate rules to govern 

the relationships herein between the Committee and the Association for the 
duration hereof or until changed by mutual consent in writing. To that end, the 

Co-Presidents and/or designee will meet with the Superintendent on a monthly 

basis. 
 

D. Despite reference herein to the Committee or Association as such, each reserves 

the right to act hereunder by committee, individual member or designated 

representative, professional or lay, whether or not a member.  Each party will 
provide the other with a list of officers, Grievance Committee members, and 

committee representatives and will keep such a list up to date. 

 
E. The Association recognizes that the Committee and its representatives have the 

right to expect a full day's work for a full day’s pay within the limits defined in 

the Agreement, and within the regulations established by law.  The Committee 
recognizes the right of the Association in its effort to obtain improved conditions 

of work, and improved work hour schedules in accordance with the terms of the 

Agreement.  The Association recognizes that the Committee has the right to 

expect the teachers to perform their duties in a professional manner. 
 

F. Neither the Committee, its authorized personnel nor the Association, its 

authorized personnel, or any agent of either party, will exercise discrimination, 
interference, restraint, or coercion, against any member of the Association, or 

any individual not a member of the Association either on the account of such 

membership or on account of the rights of members of the teaching staff to 

refrain from membership. 
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G.  Neither the Committee, nor the Association, shall discriminate against any 
employee because of race, color, religion, gender, marital status, sexual 

orientation, disability, or national origin nor shall the Agreement, in any way, 

interfere with, diminish or deny the right of any individual in accordance with 

Federal and State laws or regulations the (i.e. Civil Rights Act of 1964). 
 

H. Not later than November 30th of the calendar year preceding the calendar year 

in which this Agreement expires, the Committee and the Association agree to 
enter into negotiations.  Ground Rules will be agreed upon by January 15 of the 

calendar year in which the agreement expires, and initial proposals will be 

exchanged by February 1. 
 

I.  The provisions of the Agreement will be effective as of September 1, 2023, and 

will continue and remain in full force and effect until August 31, 2026. 

 
J.  The Association recognizes that the Committee retains the sole right to manage 

and take such actions as regards the statutory functioning of the school system 

regarding operations, schedules, rules, assignments and duties, except as 
expressly modified by this Agreement.   

 

K.  The Committee shall provide a well-organized and well-disciplined school.  The 
Committee and the Association realize that this is a joint responsibility. 

 

L. The Committee and the Bristol Warren Education Association agree to the 

following schedule for orientation day: 
 

1. Morning orientation conducted by the Superintendent of Schools (or her 

designee) followed by a break of ninety (90) minutes; 
 

2. Following the break of ninety (90) minutes teachers shall report to their 

respective schools for further orientation and set up; 

 
3. The above ninety (90) minute break shall include a BWEA Membership 

Meeting, lunch and travel time to report to their respective schools. 

 
4. The Bristol Warren Education Association will be responsible for orienting 

new members as to the contents of this contract. 
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ARTICLE 2 

ASSOCIATION RIGHTS 
 
A.  Statistical Data.  The Committee agrees, upon written request of the Bristol 

Warren Education Association, to release to Bristol Warren Education 

Association information available to the Committee concerning the financial 

resources of the district, and such other pertinent non-privileged information as 
will assist the Bristol Warren Education Association to develop accurate and 

informed proposals concerning hours, salary, working conditions, and all other 

terms and conditions of professional employment for all teachers in the 
negotiating unit.  It is further agreed that the Committee will have a reasonable 

time to respond to such requests and that the Committee may, at its option, fulfill 

such requests either by written response or by making pertinent records available 
to a Bristol Warren Education Association representative in Committee offices. 

 

It is further agreed the Committee shall not be required to prepare or to conduct 

any analysis, surveys, research or studies in response to Association requests. 
 

B.  Professional Meetings.  If meetings between the Association and the 

Committee, or their representatives, are scheduled during normal working hours 
of a school day for arbitration, negotiations, or to discuss a grievance, the 

appropriate representatives and witnesses of the Association shall be relieved 

from all regular duties, without loss of pay. 
 

C.  Association Business.  At the discretion of the Association, and with 

notification to the Superintendent, representatives of the Association shall be 

granted time to attend conferences, seminars, and workshops regarding 
Association related activities, not to exceed a total of twenty (20) days per year 

for all members at full pay, providing the attending teachers’ pay the cost of the 

substitutes. 
 

D.  Policy Change.  The Committee agrees that, except in case of emergency, the 

Committee will notify the Association of any rule or policy change not covered 

by this Agreement pertaining to hours, salary, or other terms and conditions of 
professional employment within a reasonable time prior to the effective date of 

such rule or policy change.  Upon written request from the Association to the 

Committee within five (5) days after such notification by the Committee, the 
Committee will afford the President(s) of the Association an opportunity to 

consult with the Committee as to the same before its effective date.  
E.   Documentation.  The School Committee shall provide access to the following 

documents to the President(s) of the Association at the same time said 

documents are made available to Committee members or within 48 hours of a 

request made by BWEA President(s): 
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1. Student enrollment data 

 

2. Pupil and Teacher distribution statistics 

 
3. Monthly financial reports of the School Committee 

 

4. Budget proposals approved by the School Committee 
 

5. A copy of the official agenda, excluding executive session agenda.  Related 

non-privileged, non-confidential attachments to the agenda will be given to 
the Association prior to the call of the chair. 

 

6. Copies of official minutes of Committee meetings, excluding executive 

session minutes, and all other documents related to hours, salary, working 
conditions, facilities, and any agreed-upon testing in regard to health and 

safety conditions, and all other terms and conditions of professional 

employment. 
 

7. Copies of School Committee policy and changes thereto. 

 
8. A complete list of job descriptions and specifications for any certified 

position in the Bristol Warren School Department, except Superintendent. 

 

F. Grievance Committee In-School Meetings.  Members of the Grievance 
Committee, or other representatives of the Bristol Warren Education 

Association, with knowledge of the principal to whom they are assigned, may 

receive and may discuss formal complaints and grievances of teachers on school 
premises and during school hours, but only to such extent as does not neglect, 

retard, or interfere with the teaching duties of such Grievance Committee 

members. 

 
G. Teaching Staff Information.  The names, addresses, and telephone numbers of 

all BWEA members and their building, grade, and subject assignments shall be 

provided to the Bristol Warren Education Association President(s).  Telephone 
numbers of all staff members shall be provided except for those that individual 

staff members have indicated should not be provided. 
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H.  Use of School Facilities 
 

1. The Association shall have the right to use school buildings in accordance 

with the District’s use of facility policy for professional meetings during 

times when buildings are manned by custodial staff and provided also that 
such use does not interfere with or impair the instructional program in any 

way or cause custodial expense.  The principal of the building involved must 

be given reasonable notice in advance of the time and place of such meeting. 
 

2. It is further agreed that the association will leave any premises used by it 

in suitable condition. 
 

3. The Committee agrees to permit the Association use of bulletin board space 

in each faculty room for the purpose of posting official Association notices.  

The authorized Association representative of each building shall be 
responsible for the posting of all such notices and the content thereof.  All 

notices, prior to the posting, shall be signed by the authorized Association 

representative of that building.  Copies of all such material will be given to 
the principal and the person posting shall be responsible for all claims 

regarding the content of the posting.  In addition, electronic communication 

may be used to disseminate information among BWEA members upon 
approval of the BWEA President(s). 

 

No member of the administration will assume responsibility for the 

preparation, posting, or distribution of materials for the Association. 
 

4. The Association or any committee or representative thereof shall have the 

right to use school telephones for local telephone calls for Association 
business provided that such action does not neglect, retard or interfere with 

teaching duties. 
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ARTICLE 3 

CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT 
 
A. The parties to this Agreement recognize the Committee's exclusive authority to 

select and employ new personnel.  In keeping with the high standards of the 

community, the parties agree to make a good faith effort to attract teachers who 

possess high qualifications, and to keep such teachers in the Bristol Warren 
School System. 

 

The principal and chairperson of the appropriate department (or principal and 
teachers from that department, where there is no department chairperson) shall 

be involved in the application and interviewing process of personnel who apply 

for positions covered under this agreement. 
 

At least two members of the Association selected by the President of the Bristol-

Warren Education Association or his/her designee, shall be involved in the 

application and interviewing process of personnel who apply for positions of an 
administrative or supervisory nature.  The members of the Association should 

come from the building or discipline area that the successful candidate will 

supervise. 
 

B. A teacher shall hold or be eligible for any type of Rhode Island certification 

valid for his or her regular work assignment at the time of employment.  
Teachers who acquire additional certification after the effective date of this 

Agreement must inform the Superintendent of that fact, in writing.  The 

Superintendent shall be notified by February 1 of the school year in which 

additional certification is obtained, or promptly after if certification is obtained 
subsequent to February 1.  

 

C.  Teachers hired for a one (1) year appointment (135 days or more, such as to fill 
a long-term leave of absence) shall be eligible for health care benefits and be 

paid on the appropriate salary step. Any teacher employed pursuant to the 

preceding clause may have his or her employment terminated in the event of any 

early return to work by a regularly employed teacher. 
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ARTICLE 4 

SALARIES 
 
A.  The annual salaries of all persons covered by this Agreement are set forth in 

Appendix A which is attached herein and made a part hereof. 

 

B.  The first pay issue will be no later than the second Friday after the start of the 
school year.  Subsequent issues will be at two-week intervals.  When school is 

not in session paychecks will be distributed by direct deposit or mailed by the 

School Department to the home of the teacher. 
 

C. Teacher’s annual salaries will be paid in twenty-six (26) equal payments.  

 
D. The last pay issue shall be paid in one check and shall include all remaining 

monies due the teacher. 

 

E. All personnel covered by this Agreement shall participate in the Rhode Island 
State Employees' Retirement plan. 

 

F. Step Credit on the Salary Scale for Teaching and Non-Teaching 
Experience/Longevity. 

 

1. Teachers shall be given credit for all years as a certified teacher, whether 
said teaching was in-state or out-of-state, when determining salary step.  

Non-teaching or other teaching experience, as deemed equivalent or 

appropriate by the Superintendent’s exclusive discretion, may also be used 

when determining salary step. 
 

2. For teachers hired after April 9, 2001, only years of service in the Bristol 

Warren Regional School District shall be used when computing longevity 
credit.  Under no circumstances can a teacher’s longevity credit be reduced 

as a result of this provision. 

 

G. Full or half increments for advanced degrees and longevity will be paid 
providing the written request from the teacher and/or a documentation letter 

from the College or University, if necessary, are received by the 

Superintendent's office prior to October 15 and March 1, respectively. 
 

H.   Any teacher who is asked to, and mutually agrees to, work beyond the 180 

school days, one additional day, and 4.0 professional development days as stated 
in Article 8, Section G, shall be paid a per diem rate of 1/183.5 of his or her 

present salary. 
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ARTICLE 5 

PAYROLL DEDUCTIONS 
 

A.  Dues.  Deductions shall be taken for members of the Bristol Warren Education 
Association as follows: 

 

1. Membership in any employee organization may be determined by each 
individual employee.  Members of the Union shall pay dues, fees and 

assessments as determined by the Union.  

 

The Committee shall make available uniform dues deductions for the Bristol 
Warren Education Association, the National Education Association of 

Rhode Island (NEARI) and the National Education Association (NEA) upon 

written request of the individual member. Requests for dues deductions shall 
be made on the form mutually agreed upon by the Committee and the 

Association. 

 
2. Dues deductions shall be made in equal installments over a maximum period 

of twenty-five (25) consecutive checks. Deductions shall commence with 

the second pay issue of the school year. 

 
3. The Committee recognizes the Union’s ability to increase dues, fees and 

assessments lawfully and in accordance with its Constitution and By-Laws, 

and upon written representation by the Union that dues, fees and 
assessments have been lawfully increased and in accordance with its 

Constitution and By-Laws, the Employer agrees to adjust the amount of 

deduction accordingly, provided that such an adjustment is consistent with 
the authorization of the employee that is required by law. 

 

4. The Committee shall give written notice to the Treasurer and President of 

the Union of all new employees within the bargaining unit who become 
eligible for membership in the local.  Said notice shall be given monthly and 

shall include employee’s name, address and date of hire.  Said notice of new 

employees can be given to the Treasurer and President by providing them 
the School Committee agenda and minutes and by copying the President on 

letters of appointment. 

 

5. The Committee will discontinue such deductions if notified by the 
Association in writing.  In the event the Committee receives such 

notification by an employee, it shall notify the Association.  The Association 

is fully responsible for any objection by an employee regarding their dues, 
fees and assessments deductions.  
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6. The Association shall indemnify and save the Committee harmless against 
any and all claims, demands, suits or other forms of liability that shall arise 

out of or by reason of action taken or not taken by the Employer in reliance 

upon the Union’s representation that its dues, fees and assessments have 

been lawfully increased and in accordance with the Union’s Constitution 
and By-Laws or for the purpose of complying with any provision of this 

Article. 

 
7.  Upon request by the President of the Association, the Committee agrees that 

it shall forward to the Association the list of bargaining unit members for 

the local Association. 
 

8.  All monies collected under this Section shall be transmitted to the Bristol-

Warren Education Association on a biweekly basis. 

 
 

B. Banking Deductions.  The committee will provide for the deposit of uniform 

deductions for any financial institution from the paychecks of those teachers 
indicating desire for such deductions. 

 

The Committee shall be given ten (10) days’ notice, in writing, prior to the 
initiation of deductions. 

 

C. Other Deductions.  Optionally, teachers shall have deducted monies from their 

salaries for the purpose of maintaining "tax sheltered" annuities.  This would be 
done by the Committee before withholding tax according to the Keogh Act, 

established pursuant to US Public Law 87-270 in accordance with procedures 

mutually acceptable to the Committee and the Association. 
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ARTICLE 6 

INSURANCE 
 
A.  Life Insurance 

 
The Committee will pay for each teacher the full premium cost for term life 
insurance coverage in the amount stipulated in Appendix B.  Teachers will have the 

right to purchase additional life insurance at their own expense as is available in any 

particular year.   
 

Retirees will have the right to purchase insurance coverage as provided in Rhode 

Island State Law. 

 
B.  Health Insurance 

 

1. Standard Plan.  The Committee shall provide a High Deductible Plan with 
Health Savings Account (hereinafter, the HDHP) which shall be the 

standard plan.   

 
Unless an individual is legally unable to participate in the HDHP (that is 

unable by statute, regulation, Internal Revenue Service code, or court order, 

such as a divorce decree), all members receiving healthcare insurance shall 

be required to participate in the standard plan. 
 

2. In addition, the Committee shall maintain the following alternative plans for 

the below indicated employees subject to the limitations specified herein:  
 

a. Preferred Provider Organization Plan (PPO)  

b. Indemnity Plan 
c. Point-of-Service Model 

 

The above indicated alternative plans shall be available to the following 

employees: 
 

Category A:  Those employees who are legally unable to participate in the 

HDHP (that is unable by statute, regulation, Internal Revenue Service code, 
or court order, such as a divorce decree, and, specifically with respect to the 

Indemnity Plan and the Point of Service Model, only to the extent that the 

employee is currently enrolled in said plan. 

 
Category A employees, so long as they receive healthcare insurance from 

the district and remain legally unable to participate in the HDHP, shall 

remain eligible for the alternative plans. Those employees in Category A 
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who are on a more expensive plan than the PPO shall pay the difference in 
cost to the District. 

 

Category B:  New hires (newly hired employees hired on or after July 1, but 

before January 1st, whose healthcare coverage commences on or after the 
first day of the subsequent teacher work year, (ex. a July appointment or a 

November hire)) who:  elect to receive healthcare insurance coverage, shall 

be enrolled in the PPO Plan (subject to a prorated annual contribution of 
20%) until the following January 1st, at which time they shall be enrolled in 

the HDHP (provided they are legally eligible as described above), should 

they choose to continue to receive healthcare insurance from the employer.  
 

Category C new hires (newly hired employees hired subsequent to January 

1 but before June 30), shall be enrolled in the HDHP, and shall contribute 

toward the annual premium in accordance with subsection B.3 (immediately 
below).   

 

3. Employee Annual Premium Contribution: 
 

HDHP:  Each year employees shall contribute the following toward the 

healthcare insurance premium (family plan or single coverage), deducted in 
equal installments from their paycheck on a pretax basis, to the extent such 

is permitted by law: 

2023-2024:  10% of premium 

2024-2025:  10% of premium 
2025-2026:  10% of premium  

 

4. Alternative Plans:  Employees shall contribute towards their health care 
coverage the following amounts deducted in equal installments from their 

paychecks.   

 

a. The employee contribution shall be as follows: 
2023-2026:   20% 

 

b. Point of service copays for those plans in which point-of-service 
copays apply shall be as follows effective September 1, 2009: 

Primary physician $15 

Specialist  $25 
Urgent Care Center $50 

Emergency Room $100 

Prescription Drugs $7/ $25/ $40 

c. In the event that an employee is laid off from employment 
healthcare and dental benefits shall continue to and including the 
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August 31st following layoff. 
 

5. General Terms of the High Deductible Health Plan with Health Savings 

Account: 

 
a. Unless indicated otherwise herein, the terms of the HDHP with HSA are 

those specified by the provider, consistent with law and IRS regulation. 

 
b. Employees shall have the option to contribute in any manner permitted 

by law, IRS regulations, and the healthcare insurer to the High 

Deductible Plan with the Health Savings Account. 
 

6. Specific Terms of the High Deductible Health Plan with Health Savings 

Account: 

 
a. Family Plan:  Employees participating in the HSA family plan will have 

an annual deductible of $4000 fully funded by the employee.  Coverage 

under the HDHP will run from January 1 through, and including 
December 31 each year.   Employee contributions may be made in lump 

sum payment or payments or on a bi-weekly basis on a pre-tax basis as 

permitted by law and at the employee’s election. 

  

b. Individual Plan: Employees participating in the HSA individual plan 

will have an annual deductible of $2000 fully funded by the employee. 

Coverage under the HDHP will run from January 1 through, and 
including December 31 each year. Employee contributions may be 

made in lump sum payment or payments or on a bi-weekly basis on a 

pre-tax basis as permitted by law and at the employee’s election. 
 

7. Retiring Bristol teachers hired before July 1, 1993 shall receive until age 65, 

or eligibility for Medicare, or the equivalent federally sanctioned program, 

School Department existing coverage or substantially equivalent available 
coverage by another carrier mutually acceptable to the Association and 

Committee.  At age 65, Bristol teachers will receive and the Committee will 

pay one half of the cost of such additional coverage necessary to provide the 
equivalent of those benefits received prior to age 65.  If a retiring Bristol 

teacher is not eligible at age 65 for Medicare or the then equivalent federally 

sanctioned program, they may remain in the active teacher plan with the 
Committee paying one half the cost. 

 

8. Retiring Warren teachers shall receive upon retirement to age 65 equivalent 

individual plan coverage equal in benefits to the individual plan as offered 
to active teachers, with retirees having the option of receiving family 
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coverage, with 50% of the cost contributed by the School Committee.  All 
retirees will be required to leave the School Department plan upon eligibility 

for Medicare or the then equivalent federally sanctioned program. 

 

9. All retired employees below age 65 eligible for equivalent outside coverage 
will be required to leave the School Department plan while retaining the 

right to reenter if they become ineligible for equivalent coverage under 

another employer’s plan or their spouse’s plan. 
 

10. No health care retirement benefits will be available to any new hires 

employed after July 1, 1993. 
 

11. Changes in medical coverage, if any, will not apply to then existing retirees 

unless specifically provided for. Teachers entitled to health care retirement 

benefits shall continue to pay the annual premium share dollar amount in 
effect for their level of coverage on the effective date of their retirement.  

 

12. The widowed spouse of a teacher hired before July 1, 1993 shall receive 
while unmarried and not eligible for equivalent outside coverage fully paid 

individual coverage through age 65 and family coverage if needed, with the 

widow or widower paying 25%.  The same coverage shall apply to the 
younger (pre-age 65) spouse of a retiring teacher. 

 

13. The Committee may substitute insurance carriers for active, retired, spousal, 

dependent or survivor coverage provided equivalent coverage is given at no 
greater cost to beneficiary.  The Association and Committee agree to jointly 

review proposals from health care providers for the coverage for active, 

retired, spousal, dependent or survivor coverage and reserve the right by 
written mutual agreement to change carriers and or administrators or modify 

coverage as circumstances may require. 

 

14. Each employee currently taking a buyback as of September 1, 2009 is 
grandfathered in at his or her current buyback amount, which is hereby 

capped.  Employees who were not taking a buyback as of September 1, 2009 

and any new or subsequent hires are not eligible for the buyback. 
C.  Dental Insurance 

 
All teachers shall be eligible to receive dental insurance with benefits and benefit 
levels equal to those currently provided, including riders. Retired teachers may 

purchase the same through the School Department at the group rate.  

 
The employee contribution shall be as follows: 
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2023-2024: 20% of premium 
2024-2025: 20% of premium 

2025-2026: 20% of premium 

 

The dental maximum shall be increased to $2000. 
 

D.   Coverage for Part-Time Employees 

 
1. All current employees and all employees who have either commenced work 

(other than substitute teaching), although not yet appointed by the school 

committee, or who have been appointed by the school committee, but who 
have not yet commenced work, by or on the last day of class of the 2007-

2008 school year (hereinafter, grandfathered employees), shall receive and 

continue to receive healthcare benefits (health insurance and dental 

insurance) as those benefits were provided prior to the 2006-2007 school 
year; to wit, employees working 3/5`hs of a full-time schedule or more up to 

and including full-time receive full healthcare benefits at no cost, subject 

only to the percent co-share specified in Appendix B of the contract, if any.  
 

• Example One: Teacher A is a full-time grandfathered employee 

(receiving full healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the percentage co-

share specified in Appendix B). During the 2008-2009 school year, 
Teacher A's schedule is reduced to 3/5thS full-time employment. Teacher 

A shall continue to receive healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the 

percentage co-share specified in Appendix B. Thus, were Teacher A 

receiving a family plan, the total cost of which is $12,000, in a year in 
which the Appendix B co-share requires a 10 percent contribution, 

Teacher A would pay a total of $1,200 (which represents the Appendix 

B co-share). 
 

• Example Two: Teacher B is a 3/5 grandfathered employee (receiving 

full healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the percentage co-share 

specified in Appendix 13). Teacher B's schedule is reduced in the 2007-

2008 school year to 2/5' full-time employment. Teacher B shall receive 
no healthcare benefits. Teacher 13's employment subsequently reverts 

to 3/5`hs of a full-time schedule, Teacher 13 shall again receive full 

healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the percentage co-share specified 
in Appendix B, if any. Thus, were Teacher B receiving a family plan, 

the total cost of which is $12,000, in a year in which the Appendix B 

co-share requires a 10 percent contribution, Teacher 13 would pay a 
total of $1,200 (which represents the Appendix B co-share). 
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• Example Three: Teacher C commenced teaching (other than substitute 

teaching) in the district at 2/5`" full time employment during the 2006-
2007 school year, but was not appointed by the school committee until 

July- 2007. Teacher C shall receive no healthcare benefits. On 9/1/2009, 

Teacher C's schedule is increased to 3/5" full time employment. Teacher 

C would receive full healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the 
percentage co-share specified in Appendix B, if any. Thus, were 

Teacher C receiving a single plan, the total cost of which is $6,000 in a 

year in which the Appendix B co-share requires a 10 percent 
contribution, Teacher C would pay a total of $600 (which represents the 

Appendix B co-share). 

 
2. Employees who are not covered under paragraph 1, above (i.e., 

grandfathered employees) shall receive healthcare benefits as follows:   

That portion of healthcare benefits provided by the employer shall 

correspond to the employee's employment status as stated as a fraction of 
full-time employment (e.g., 1/5th, 2/5th, ½, 3/5th, 4/5th', full-time).   The 

employee shall pay for that portion of healthcare insurance not covered by 

employer, in addition to the percentage co-share, if any, specified in 
Appendix B; however, said co-share shall be applied only toward the cost 

of benefits provided by the employer. 

 

• Example One:   Teacher D is hired 7/1/2008 and appointed by the 
school committee at the July meeting at 4/5th full time schedule.  

Teacher D shall receive 4/5th healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the 

percentage co-share specified in Appendix B, if any.  Teacher D shall 

pay 1/5th the cost of the premium.  Thus, were Teacher D receiving a 
family plan, the total premium cost of which is $12,000, in a year in 

which the Appendix B co-share requires a 10 percent contribution.  

Teacher D would pay a total of $3,360 ($2,400 toward his/her healthcare 
benefits covering the portion of the premium not covered by the 

employer, and $960, which represents the appendix 13 co-share) for 

healthcare benefits. 

 

• Example Two: Teacher E is hired and appointed by the school 
committee on 8/1/2008 at 1/5ths full time schedule. Teacher E shall 

receive I/5d" healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the percentage co-

share specified in Appendix B, if any, applied to 1/5th the total premium 
cost. Teacher E would pay for 4/5'1' the cost of the premium. Thus, were 

Teacher E receiving a family plan, the total premium cost of which is 

$12,000, in a year in which the Appendix B co-share requires a 10 
percent contribution, Teacher E would pay a total of $9,840 (the SUM 

of $9,600 toward his/her healthcare benefits covering that portion of the 
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premium not covered by the employer, and $240, which represents the 
appendix B co-share) for healthcare benefits. 

 

• Example Three: Teacher F commences regular teaching in the district 

for the first time on 9/1/2008 at 2/5th full time employment. Teacher F 

shall receive 2/5th healthcare benefits at no cost beyond the percentage 
co-share specified on Appendix B, if any, applied to 2/5ths the total 

premium cost. Teacher F would pay for 3/5ths the cost of the premium. 

Thus, were Teacher F receiving a single plan, the total cost of which is 
$6,000, in a year in the Appendix B co-share requires a 10 percent 

contribution, Teacher F would pay a total of $3,840 (the sum of $3,600 

toward his/her healthcare benefits covering that portion of the premium 
no covered by the employer, and $240 which represents the Appendix 

B co-share). 

 

On 9/1/2009, Teacher F's schedule is increased to 3/5ths full time 
employment. Teacher F would receive 3/5ths healthcare benefits at no 

cost beyond the percentage co-share specified in Appendix B, if any, 

applied to 3/5ths 
the total premium cost. Teacher F would pay for 2/5ths 

the cost of the premium. Thus, were Teacher F receiving a single plan, 

the total cost of which is $6,000, in a year in which the Appendix B co-

share requires a 10 percent contribution, Teacher C would pay a total of 
$2,760 (the sum of $2,400 toward his/her healthcare benefits covering 

that portion of the premium not covered by the employer, and $360 

which represents the Appendix B co-share). 

 
3. This provision shall in no way alter Job Sharing or healthcare benefits under 

Job Sharing arrangements. 
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ARTICLE 7 

TUITION AID 
 
The School Committee will reimburse teachers in the amount stipulated in Appendix 

B per year for the cost of courses, training, workshops, or seminars as follows: 

 

A. Graduate level courses taken at duly recognized and accredited institutions and 
completed with a grade of pass for a pass/fail course or a grade of B or better 

for a graded course. 

 
Seminars, workshops and/or training which will enhance and/or improve the 

teacher’s skills, which are sponsored by an accredited organization and for 

which continuing education/in-service units are offered. 
 

B. The Superintendent shall be notified in advance of the employee’s intention to 

take courses for which reimbursement will be sought. 

 
C. Teachers are to be reimbursed after successful completion of the course, 

training, workshop, or seminar. 
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ARTICLE 8 

TEACHING PROGRAMS AND WORKING CONDITIONS 
 
The Committee and the Association recognize and agree that teachers are entitled to 

regular time and work schedules on which they can rely and which will be fairly and 

evenly maintained throughout the school system. 

 
A. Staff Meetings.  A schedule of meetings for the upcoming year will be 

determined by June.  All previously scheduled staff meetings that are canceled 
or rescheduled will then become voluntary though all staff are responsible for 

getting all information from any scheduled meeting. 

 
B. Evening Meetings.  Teachers will not be required to attend any more than six 

(6) hours of evening meetings. One (1) hour for Open House, four (4) hours for 

Parent/Teacher conferences scheduled across two (2) dates, and one (1) hour 
agreed to by BWEA & Building Administration. Said meetings will be held at 

a date and time subject to an agreement between the BWEA President(s) and/or 

designee(s) and Building Administration.  Teachers shall receive a minimum of 

thirty (30) days’ notice. Rescheduled meetings shall be held no later than 21 
calendar days after the original date. 

 
C. Class Size.  The School Committee and the Association recognize the necessity 

of achieving optimum teaching-learning conditions by assuring workable class 

size. For the term of this Agreement (2023-2026), the Parties agree to the 

following class size limits. 
 

PreK (3- and 4-year-olds): 15 students 

Elementary:  24 students 
Middle:   24 students 

High School: 26 students 

 
The Committee agrees to continue overage payments for class rosters exceeding 

the above limits.  

 

Specialist/Inter-school teachers, including art, music, physical education, and 
library teachers will be assigned no more students than are assigned to each 

regular classroom. 

 
D.  Coverage of Classes.  The School Committee and the Association recognize 

the desirability of achieving optimum teaching-learning conditions by assuring 

proper classroom coverage. 
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1. To ensure optimal teaching and learning conditions, coverage will be 
provided for all teaching staff, including but not limited to, classroom 

teachers, itinerant teachers, specialists, and service-hour teachers which 

include Title I, Special Education, English Language Learners and Literacy 

teachers. 
 

2. In the case of extreme emergency where continuous coverage is not 

available, teachers may substitute in lieu of their preparation period and will 
be compensated on a prorated basis using a six and three-quarter hour 

workday (405 minutes) and their normal daily rate of pay.  Such 

compensation will be no less than 1/7 of each member’s daily rate of pay. 
 

3. In the case that a teacher is asked to cover a class on a long-term substitute 

basis, said teacher will be compensated on a continuous basis, including 

days on which he or she is absent, for the entirety of the absence, at the 
teacher’s per diem rate. 

 

a.   Long-Term Coverage:  In the event a teacher agrees to cover a class on 
a long-term substitute basis, beyond thirty (30) school days, the teacher 

shall be compensated at a rate of 1/7th of their per diem rate and will be 

compensated for days on which he/she is absent for professional 
development, sick or personal time. 

 

b.   Year- Long Coverage:  In the event a teacher agrees to teach an 

additional class beyond their normal load, the teacher shall be 
compensated at the rate of 1/7th of his/her overall salary for the entire 

length of the class/assignment (semester or entire year). 

 
4.  Administration will release teachers from administrative duties for the 

purpose of attendance at parent conferences or IEP meetings, when 

necessary. 

 
5. The administration will provide coverage for teachers when parent 

conferences, RTI or IEP meetings are scheduled during the school day.  

These meetings will not be scheduled during teachers’ preparation time. 
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E.  Teacher Programs 
 

1. Definition of Terms 

 

a. Teaching Periods are those periods of continuous lengths of time in 
which the teacher is actively involved with the pupils in the act of 

teaching and has participated in the planning of instruction to be 

conducted. 
 

b. Preparation Periods are those periods of continuous time, equal to the 

length of a teaching period, during which the teacher is not assigned to 
a regularly programmed responsibility.  Such periods will remain 

inviolate and will be used by the teacher to best prepare him or her for 

teaching responsibilities. Teachers may leave the building during 

preparation or other unassigned periods upon notification to the 
principal or designated representative and signing out in the school 

office. 

 
c. Administrative periods are those periods during which the teacher is 

programmed for an activity other than teaching. Administrative 

assignments will include but not be limited to: 
 

i. Study period supervision 

 

ii. Duties and professional projects which are related to the 
instructional program of the teacher and his or her department, such 

as, but not limited to: 

 

● Curriculum development and adaptations 
 

● Review and selection of instructional materials 
 

● Long range and unit planning 
 

● Preparation for departmental and teacher tests 
 

● Construction of departmental and teacher tests 
 

● Correction of written work of pupils 
 

● Parental conferences 
 

● Pupil interviews 
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Setting up Individualized Education Plan meetings.  If PreK-5 
teachers find the time allotted for setting up IEP meetings is 

insufficient, those teachers are to report the situation to the building 

level administrator for assistance. 

 
d. Homeroom classes are those in which students assemble in the morning 

and at the close of the day for administrative purposes.  The time 

involved is usually a short period, and is known as the homeroom 
period.  An equivalent duty can be assigned to those teachers who do 

not have a homeroom duty. 

 
e.    In-Person and Virtual Instruction. Teachers will not be required to 

teach students in-person and on-line simultaneously. Virtual instruction 

will be provided by teachers exclusively responsible for only virtual 

instruction. This section is not meant to include Virtual days due to 
weather related or other emergency situations. 

    

i. At the elementary level, students in virtual learning 
situations will be taught by teacher whose assignment is 

fully virtual. 
 

ii. At the secondary level, teachers may be assigned some 

virtual and some in-person classes; however, each class will 

be exclusively virtual or exclusively in-person.  
 

2. Teacher Assignment 
 

a. Teachers will be notified in writing of their schedule for the 

upcoming year by no later than the last day of the current school 
year, including the schools to which they will be assigned, the 

grades and/or subject that they will teach, and any special or unusual 

classes that they will have. High School teachers shall receive the 
first run of the computer regarding their schedules for the ensuing 

year prior to the close of school in June.  Tentative schedules, if 

available, will be provided to teachers prior to the close of school in 

June. 
 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the parties recognize changes in 
schedules may be necessitated due to unforeseen exigencies.  In the 

event that such changes are necessary following the conclusion of 

the last day of the school year, said teacher shall be provided with 
adequate time in order to adequately prepare for the new 

assignment. 
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b. Regular secondary classroom teachers shall be assigned to no more 
than two (2) classrooms, whenever possible. 

 

3. Secondary School Program.  The Middle School Program outlined below 

will also apply to the High School. 
 

a. Secondary school teachers shall not be required to teach more than 

two subjects nor more than three preparations at any one time on a 
continuing basis; provided, however, that for specific courses and 

for specific durations set forth in writing and signed by the (Co-) 

President(s) of the Association and the Superintendent or his/her 
assigned designee, the Association will agree to alter the limitations 

of this provision, when considered appropriate by agreement. (Note, 

a subject is interpreted as meaning a separate discipline such as the 

discipline of mathematics, science, social studies, business 
education, physical education, etc., respectively. A preparation is 

interpreted as meaning a particular level within a discipline such as 

Algebra I, Trigonometry, General Mathematics. etc., respectively.) 
Further, the parties agree with the following: 

 

i. Collaborative or inclusion classes do not require 
separate teaching preparations. 

 

4. Middle School Program   

 
a. Middle school teachers, except guidance counselors, will not be 

assigned more than five (5) teaching periods out of seven (7) per 

day (25 per week), one (1) administrative period, one (1) 
preparation period, and one (1) homeroom/duty period per day 

except in cases of mutual agreement between the Association and 

appropriate administrator. 

 
b. Middle school teachers shall not be required to teach more than two 

subjects nor more than three preparations at any one time on a 

continuing basis; provided, however, that for specific courses and 
for specific durations set forth in writing and signed by the (Co-) 

President(s) of the Association and the Superintendent or his/her 

assigned designee, the Association will agree to alter the limitations 
of this provision, when considered appropriate by agreement. (Note, 

a subject is interpreted as meaning a separate discipline such as the 

discipline of mathematics, science, social studies, business 

education, physical education, etc., respectively. A preparation is 
interpreted as meaning a particular level within a discipline such as 
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Algebra I, Trigonometry, General Mathematics. etc., respectively.) 
Further, the parties agree with the following: 

 

i. Algebra l and Algebra I Part 1 are separate teaching 

preparations. 
 

ii. Collaborative or inclusion classes do not require separate 

teaching preparations. 
 

5. Elementary School Programs 

 
a. Elementary school teachers will be assigned five (5) preparation 

periods per week. 

 

b. Teachers will be allowed forty (40) consecutive minutes for 
preparation time and thirty (30) minutes for a duty free lunch. 

 

Preparation time will be exclusive of recess and the fifteen (15) 
minutes before and after the student’s school day.  Every effort will 

be made to distribute these preparation periods evenly throughout 

the week. 

c. All teachers with a thirty (30) minute duty free lunch period will 

have an average of 200 minutes of preparation time per week 

scheduled during the students’ school day, exclusive of that duty 

free lunch period. 
 

d. Classroom teachers are entitled to the use of their classroom during 

preparation periods when available. 
 

e. Specialist / Inter-school teachers, including Art, Music, Physical 

Education, and Librarians will have: 

 
i. No more average daily teaching time than regular classroom 

teachers in the buildings to which they are assigned. 

 
ii. Preparation time that reflects current practice shall continue. 
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6. Coverage of Classes 

 
a. Long-Term Coverage:  In the event a teacher agrees to cover a class 

on a long-term substitute basis, beyond two (2) weeks, the teacher 
shall be compensated at a rate of 1/7th of their per diem rate and 

will be compensated for days on which he/she is absent for 

professional development, sick or personal time. 
 

b. Advisory Periods 

 

Advisory periods are defined as those periods in which teachers and 
administrators meet with students for the purposes of 

personalization as required by Rhode Island Department of 

Education regulations. Teachers will not be required to prepare/plan 
lessons or activities for these periods. All materials, resources, 

copies, etc. will be provided and the teachers will facilitate the 

provided activities. Frequency and length of the advisory periods 
will be subject to agreement between the President(s) and/or 

designee(s) and building administration in each building where 

advisory periods are in effect.  
 

c. Instructional Periods 

 

Whenever certain classes may be canceled, teachers, who as a result 
may be relieved of instructional periods, shall have those 

instructional periods replaced by administrative or instructional 

periods and any such school days shall be considered as full work 
days.  Such teachers shall be assigned such duties as the principal 

shall designate. 

 

d. Waiver Procedure for Teacher Preparation.   
 

The Administration shall actively seek volunteers for collaborative 

teaching. In the event that the required number of teachers does not 
volunteer for collaborative teaching, the administration may assign 

a teacher to a collaborative assignment. The teacher and/or the 

BWEA President/designee may request a meeting with the building 

principal to discuss said assignment prior to its effective date.  
 

A collaborative teacher's administrative period shall be a common 

planning period for a minimum of two (2) days of the seven (7) day 
cycle. Further, the administration shall apply their best effort to 

ensure that said collaborative classes are scheduled with not more 
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than nine (9) students with Individual Educational Plans.  
 

e. The BWEA Co-Presidents and/or their designees shall meet with 

the building principal and/or the principal's designee in June each 

year to review each teacher's tentative schedule. If necessary, an 
additional meeting, prior to the opening of the next school year, 

shall occur to review scheduling changes that occurred during the 

summer. 
 

f. As necessary, during the June and subsequent meetings, the 

building administrator shall request a waiver of the three (3) 
preparation maximum. per Article 8 E. 4,b. Said waiver shall be 

signed by the teacher, the BWEA Co-Presidents, and the building 

administrator. 

 
g. In the event that no agreement occurs during the Co-Presidents and 

building principal review procedure, and the parties disagree on 

whether a specific teaching preparation is different than the other 
teaching preparations to said teacher, this issue shall be reviewed 

by the Superintendent and Co-Presidents; if they cannot agree, the 

issue is submitted to expedited arbitration. Pending resolution of 
this issue, the parties agree to execute a waiver, per Article 8 E. 4.b. 

until such time as the matter is resolved. 

 

h. Any teacher, other than a collaborative teacher referred to in 
paragraph 2, above, who has four (4) preparations shall not have an 

administrative period. 

 
F. School Day. Except as provided herein, the length of the school day for teachers 

shall be six and three-quarters continuous hours, including an uninterrupted 

duty-free lunch period whose length is pursuant to current practice.  Also 
including fifteen (15) minutes, which shall occur within the existing school day 

of six and three-quarters hours and split between the beginning of students’ 

school day and ending after the official closing of the students’ school day.  An 
agreed upon schedule will be determined by the BWEA President(s) and/or 

designee(s) and building principals). 
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G.  Work Year   
 

1. The work year of teachers shall conform to the school calendar, with a 

regular school year of 180 school days and one additional day 

 
2. Professional Development Days. 

 

Representatives of the Association and Administration will mutually agree 

upon the timing and the agenda for these days as recommended by the 

District Professional Development Committee. 
 

a.    Professional Development day shall be 5 hours in length. 
 

For the 2023-2024 school year; Four (4) days will be devoted to 
Professional Development. 
 

For the 2024-2025 and 2025-2026 school year; Twenty (20) hours will 

be devoted to Professional Development. Ten (10) of those hours will 

be completed during two (2), five (5) hour professional development 

days. The remaining (10) hours will be completed during five (5) two 
(2) hour sessions to be scheduled immediately after the regular school 

day. These two (2) hour sessions will be scheduled at regular intervals 

throughout the school year. 
 

The Professional Development Committee will establish the schedule 
of these days no later than June 1 of the preceding school year. 

 

b. The parties recognize the possibility that the state could implement a 

statewide calendar which may introduce new conditions not covered in 

this agreement.  In the eventuality of such changes, the parties agree to 

renegotiate the terms of this section, retaining the framework of the 
above referenced schedule in so far as possible. 

 

c.    The district will offer a minimum of twelve (12) of the state-mandated 

Professional Learning Units (PLUs) or any other measure of 

professional learning through District Professional Development Days. 
 

d. A district wide Professional Development Committee will be 
established and will meet throughout the year to determine the focus 

and agenda for each professional development day, based on input from 

teachers in the school.  This committee will report out to the district on 

a quarterly basis.    
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H.  Inter-School Teachers 
 

 1. Definition of Terms 

 

a. An inter-school teacher is one who teaches in more than one school 
during the week (including special education classes) including but not 

limited to Physical Education, Art, and Music, Library, Diagnostic 

Prescriptive Teachers, Special Education Resource Teacher, etc. 
 

b. A base school shall be defined as the school at which the teacher spends 

the majority of his or her teaching hours in a week. 
 

 2. Assignments 

 

a. In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one 
school, an effort will be made to limit the amount of inter-school travel.  

Such teachers shall be notified, within a reasonable time, of any change 

in their schedules before any long term (more than one week) change is 
made and as soon as practicable in the event that illness or other 

recognized emergency requires a change in schedule. 

 
b. Physical Education teachers will meet with each assigned K-5 class for 

a minimum of one-hundred (100) minutes per week.  

 

c. Art and Music teachers will meet with each assigned K-5 class for a 
minimum of one forty (40) minute period per week.  Kindergarten 

students shall receive one art and music experience per quarter. 

 
d. All inter-school teachers will be given adequate travel time between 

buildings.  This time will not be part of preparation time or duty free 

lunch time. 

 
I.  Job Share 

 

1. Rationale  Job Sharing provides flexibility in employment for teachers who 
either require a modified schedule or who elect to work a modified schedule. 

Job Sharing provides students with instruction that emphasizes the special 

strengths and skills of the respective Job Sharing partners. Job sharing 
provides employment to teachers who, due to temporary personal; or family 

commitments, elect not to attend a full time work schedule. 

 

2. Definitions 
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a. Job Sharer. Except in those instances in which the Job Sharing 
partners teach the same grade, the Job Sharer is the teacher who 

seeks to share his or her position with another teacher. In those 

instances in which the Job Sharing partners teach the same grade, 

the Job Sharer is the senior teacher. The Job Sharer owns the 
position and shall retain all rights thereto extending from the 

collective bargaining agreement and/or state statute. It is understood 

by the Parties that the Job Sharer shall retain his or her position in 
the event that the Job Share terminates. 

 

b. Job Share. Except in those instances in which the Job Sharing 
partners teach the same grade, the Job Sharee is the teacher who 

elects to partner with the Job Sharer. In those instances in which the 

Job Sharing partners teach the same grade, the Job Sharee is the 

junior partner. The Job Sharee voluntarily relinquishes all rights to 
the position he or she has vacated in order to accept the Job Sharing 

partnership 

 
Illustration A: Teacher A teaches fifth grade and seeks to 

share her job with another teacher, Teacher B who teaches 

third grade. Teacher A is the Job Sharer and retains rights 
to the fifth grade position in the event that the Job Share 

terminates. Teacher B voluntarily relinquishes rights to the 

third grade position she has vacated. 

 
Illustration B: Teacher C teaches fourth grade and seeks to 

share his job with another teacher, Teacher D who also 

teaches fourth grade.  Teacher C is the senior teacher and is 
the Job Sharer, Teacher D, the junior teacher, has by 

accepting the fourth grade Job Share with Teacher C, 

vacated his fourth grade position. 

 
3. Job Share Committee  

 

The Job Share Committee is charged with reviewing proposals for Job 
Sharing. The committee shall consist of three (3) teachers selected by the 

Association and three (3) administrators selected by the Superintendent. 
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4. Termination of the Job Share 
 

The Job Share shall terminate when any one of the following occur: 

 

a. Either partner leaves the Job Share; 
 

b. The position owned by the Job Sharer is abolished; 

 
c. The Job Share Committee determines that the Job Share does not 

have merit, or, 

 
d. The District is unable to find a suitable replacement after a 

reasonable effort (defined below). 

 

In the event that a loss of partner (4.a, immediately above) should 
occur, the School Department shall make every reasonable attempt 

to locate an acceptable partner. A reasonable attempt shall include 

at least the following: 
 

● posting the position, and, 

● advertising the position in the Providence Journal 

 

e. Each Job Share partner shall be required to attend evening meetings 
as defined by the percentage of their partnership responsibility (i.e., 

.5 FTE will attend half of the scheduled evening meetings) each 

school year without additional compensation. 
 

f. Job Sharing partners are encouraged to attend all faculty meetings; 

however, they are required to attend that number of meetings 

corresponding to their Full-Time-Equivalent (VIE) status without 
additional compensation. 

 

Illustration: Teacher A Job Shares with Teacher B. Teacher A's 
FTE status is .4 and Teacher 13's FTE status is .6. Teacher A shall 

attend 4 out of 10 meetings and Teacher B shall attend 6 out of 10 

meetings. 
 

g. Teachers in a Job Share arrangement cannot participate in the Job 

Fair for the year that their partnership is established. 

 
h. Teachers who receive a non-renewal notice cannot submit a job 

share proposal. 
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i. Job Share partnerships end at the end of each school year. Job Share 
partnerships that wish to continue from year to year must go through 

the review process as described in this agreement. 

 

5. Guidelines for Job Sharing Proposals and Review 
 

a. Teacher(s) seeking to share a full-time position must submit a 

written proposal to the Building Principal on or before May 1 of the 
school year preceding the school year when the Job Share is 

scheduled to commence. The Building Principal shall immediately 

forward the written proposal to the Job Share Committee for review. 
 

b. Teachers may apply without a partner. It is preferable that two (2) 

teachers apply together. 

 
c. The proposal shall contain a statement affirming the following: 

 

● applicant compatibility, and 
 

● dedication to the teaching profession, and 
 

● dedication to student centered instructional quality. 
 

d. The proposal shall also include the following: 
 

● The date the Job Share is expected to commence;  
 

● The date the Job Share is expected. to conclude; 
 

● The division of tasks and time between the partners of the Job 

Share; 
 

● The division of standards-based instruction by subject matter 

for elementary grades or content area for secondary grades; 
 

● Provisions for communication between the partners; 
 

● Provisions for communication between the partners and staff; 

and 
 

● Provisions for communication with parents. 

 

e. The proposal must indicate that the Job Share will maintain a 
continuity of instruction for students, in such a way that each 

individual partner will have the same class, the same student 
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membership and/or course assignments throughout the duration of 
the job sharing. (For example: At the elementary level a partner that 

teaches reading will teach reading throughout the week with the 

same student membership.) 

 
Proposals shall be evaluated by the Job Sharing Committee within 

thirty (30) days of submission, and, if found to have merit, shall be 

recommended; however, for the term of this Agreement, approval 
of job sharing is solely at the discretion of the Superintendent.  That 

limitation shall cease to be effective after August 31, 2014.   

 
J. Electronic Communication with Students/Parents 

 

1. All teachers shall give prompt feedback on student work, including verbal 

or written comments, or grades for tests, quizzes, and projects, within a 
reasonable length of time after submission of such work. Feedback may be 

delivered in person or via one or more of the electronic platforms in use by 

the district (e.g., Google Classroom, Aspen, etc.). This provision is 
exclusive of work submitted after the due date. 

 

2. All staff at the secondary level (6-12) shall update grades on the Student 
Information System in use for administrative purposes at mid- and end-of-

quarter deadlines as established by building administrators, so that 

administrators may properly monitor student progress and achievement 

throughout the school year.  All staff shall not be required to submit 
Quarterly Progress Reports. staff shall not be required to submit Quarterly 

Progress Reports.  

 
3.    All staff shall have a minimum of five (5) school days to submit end-of-

term grades for Report Cards. All staff may utilize two additional business 

days after the end of the school year to submit final grades for Report Cards. 
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ARTICLE 9 

SPECIAL TERMS FOR PROMOTIONAL TEACHER LEADERSHIP POSITIONS, 

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS AND STUDENT SUPPORT PROFESSIONALS 
 

A.  School Counselors 

 
1. Counselor Responsibilities.  The specific duties and responsibilities of 

counselors shall be defined and assigned by the administration.  The 

guidance and counseling program shall be planned and developed by the 
guidance staff with the approval of the administration.  Counselors shall not 

be assigned to administrative or preparation periods but should devote full 

time to the performance of guidance duties, counseling, testing, pupil 

placement, conferences with parents, teachers and administrators, as 
consultants in curriculum development, research, pupil evaluation, the 

dissemination of educational and vocational information to pupils and 

parents, and the referral of students to agencies that may be able to help 
students who may be in need of special services not available in the school 

setting. 

 
2. Guidance personnel will not be called upon to perform any tasks of a 

disciplinary nature. 

 

3. So that counselors may carry out their responsibilities effectively, to the 
extent possible within budgetary limitations and with the exception of the 

elementary school or by mutual consent between the counselor and the 

administration, the pupil load per counselor shall not exceed three hundred 
(300) pupils at the high school level and one grade level at the middle school 

level. 

 
4. Counselors will have access to consultations with professional people in 

related fields (social workers, psychologists, doctors, etc.) with the limits of 

budgetary and administrative considerations. 

 
5. School Year.  The work year of school counselors shall begin no earlier than 

one week prior to the opening of school and will terminate not more than 

one week after the close of school. 
 

6. It is recognized that it is desirable that there be provisions in the budget for 

counselors to attend regional and/or national conferences. 

 
7. For each day scheduled prior to and after the school year, guidance 

counselors shall be remunerated at the rate of 1/183.5 of their annual base 

salary in accordance with the schedule in Appendix A and the paragraphs 
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that address salary step, degree lanes, and longevity of the Agreement 
between the Bristol Warren Regional School Committee and the Bristol 

Warren Education Association. 

 

8. If counselors are required to be available for up to three additional evening 
meetings in addition to those referred to in Article 8, Section B, they will be 

compensated at an hourly rate pro-rated on their per diem rate. 

 
B.   PreK-12 Instructional Leaders (Professional Stipend Positions) 

  

 There shall be one (1) instructional leader for each of the following areas with 
adjusted teaching schedule if applicable;  

● MLL Coordinator 

○ ⅘ teaching schedule  

● Grades 8-12 World Languages 
○ ⅘ teaching schedule 

● Grades 6-12 Guidance 

○ Reduced student caseload 
● PreK-12 Nurses 

● PreK-12 Health/PE 

○ ⅗ teaching schedule 
 

1. K-12 Instructional Leaders shall not evaluate bargaining unit members. 

 

2. Hours required beyond contractual day (6.75 hours) is  
a. 60 hours per year for Grades 8-12 World Languages, Grades 6-12 

Guidance, and PreK-12 Health/PE 

b. 40 hours per year for MLL Coordinator and PreK-12 Nurses. 
 

3. Performance Responsibilities can be found in the job description. 

 

4. Stipend - See Appendix A 
 

C.  Middle Level Coordinators (Professional Stipend Positions) 

 
● For the 2023-2024 school year, there shall be one (1) middle level 

coordinator in the areas of 

○ Science 
○ Social Studies 

● For the 2024-2025 school year, there shall be one (1) middle level 

coordinator in the area of  

○ Social Studies 
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1. Middle Level Coordinators shall not evaluate bargaining unit members.  
 

2. Hours required beyond contractual day (6.75 hours) is  

a. 40 hours per year. 

 
3. Performance responsibilities can be found in the job description.  

 

4. Stipend - See Appendix A 

 
D. Secondary Level Coordinators (Professional Stipend Positions) 

● There shall be one (1) coordinator with a ⅗ teaching schedule in the 
area of Career and Technical Education (CTE) Coordinator. 

● For the 2023-2024 school year, 

○ There shall be one (1) Department Chair for each of the following 
areas with adjusted teaching schedule;  

■ Humanities  

● ⅗ teaching schedule 
■ STEM  

● ⅗ teaching schedule 

■ Music 

● ⅘ teaching schedule 
■ Visual Arts 

● ⅘ teaching schedule 

○ There shall be two (2) Teacher Leaders for each of the following 
areas with adjusted teaching schedule;  

■ Humanities 

● ⅘ teaching schedule 
■ STEM 

● ⅘ teaching schedule 

● For the 2024-2025 and 2025-2026 school year,  

○ There shall be one (1) Department Chair for each of the following 
areas with a ⅘ teaching schedule; 

■ English 

■ Math 
■ Science 

■ Social Studies 

■ Music 

■ Visual Arts 
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1. Secondary Level Coordinators shall not evaluate bargaining unit members. 
  

2. Hours required beyond contractual day (6.75 hours) is  

a. 60 hours per year for CTE Coordinator and Department Chairs for; 

STEM, Humanities, English, Math, Science and Social Studies. 
b. 40 hours per year for Music and Visual Arts. 

 

3. Performance responsibilities can be found in the job description.  
 

4. Stipend - See Appendix A 

 
5. In the event that a K-12 Instructional Leader (Professional Stipend Position) 

is not occupied by a high school teacher; a department chair position in that 

area will be created. 

 
E. Cross District Teacher Leader Support Positions 

 

There shall be the following Cross District Teacher Leader Support Positions in the 
following areas; 

● K-8 ELA Coordinator 

● K-8 Math Coordinator  
● K-8 Science Coordinator (commencing in the 2024-2025 school year) 

● K-8 Social Studies Coordinator (commencing in the 2025-2026 

school year) 

● Early Child Coordinator  
● Elementary Special Education Coordinator 

● Middle Level Special Education Coordinator 

● High School Special Education Coordinator 
● Two (2) K-5 ELA Achievement Coaches 

● Two (2) K-5 Math Achievement Coach (One (1) commencing in the 

2024-2025 school year with an additional one (1) commencing for the 

2025-2026 school year) 
 

Cross District Teacher Leader Support Positions shall not evaluate bargaining 

unit members. Performance responsibilities can be found in the job description.  
 

F. Student Support Professionals. 

    
This section covers School Nurse Teachers and School Nurses, Psychologists, Social 

Workers, and other BWEA members with special professional certifications and/or 

assignments that differ from those of a classroom or special education teacher. 
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1.   The specific duties and responsibilities of Student Support Professionals 
shall be defined by the job description. Programs will be planned and 

developed by the PPS staff in conjunction with the district administration.  

 

2. Student Support Personnel will have flexibility in their schedule for a lunch 
and a preparation period. They will not be assigned a regular administrative 

period but may be called upon to assist with administrative duties to support 

the overall safety of students in the event of an emergency. 
 

3.   Student Support Personnel will not be called upon to perform any tasks of a 

disciplinary nature that conflict with their professional guidelines. 
 

4.   For the safety of our students, and so that Student Support Personnel may 

carry out their responsibilities effectively, the District agrees that it is 

desirable to follow professional guidelines (e.g. NASW, etc.) for student-to-
staff ratios and will do so when feasible. 

 

5.  If personnel covered in this section attend before or after school hour 
meetings, such as IEP meetings, agency meetings, and/or make home visits, 

they can flexibly schedule their school days to accommodate the teacher 

work day, as stipulated above in Article 8, Section F, of this agreement. 
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ARTICLE 10 

TEACHER FACILITIES 
 
A. Each school will have space in which teachers will safely store instructional 

materials and supplies. 

 

B. Each school shall have a private telephone available to the faculty of that school. 
 

C. The Committee shall provide: 

 
1. A secure building. 

 

2. A teacher work area containing adequate access to equipment and supplies 
to aid in the preparation and implementation of instructional materials. 

 

3. A separate, private, well-lighted, properly ventilated, and clean faculty 

dining area, which may be combined with a lounge, shall be provided in 
each school.  Clean, and properly ventilated and functional faculty rest 

rooms shall also be provided. 

 
4. Each teacher shall have an adult chair, a lockable file cabinet, and an adult 

desk at all the schools they service as well as adequate space for safe storage 

of materials and equipment.   
 

5.   Support staff, including nurses, psychologists, social workers, and guidance 

counselors, will have an office with a desk, chair, telephone, computer, and 

locking file cabinet. 
 

 In addition, nurses will have:  

 ●    A locking medication storage area. 
●    Private area for nursing assessments and treatments, including a cot for 

students. 

●    A localized storage area for medical supplies. 

●    Reserved parking area. 
 

6. Departments shall have a separate work area that includes a desk/work table, 

chair and lockable file cabinet for department materials. 
 

7. Adequate shelf and cabinet areas for the storing of instructional materials 

and supplies in each classroom. 
 

8. Classrooms, and other areas designated for educational and evaluation 

purposes, are to be properly lighted, ventilated (including air purifiers where 
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necessary), cleaned, bright, and maintained at a proper temperature.  
Hallways shall not be considered acceptable teaching or evaluation areas. 

 

 If a classroom is above 90 degrees, building administration and teachers will 

work to find an alternate space for that class. 
 

9. All rooms used for instruction shall have room darkening devices, adequate 

projection equipment, and adequate acoustics. 
 

10. An area in each school will be made available for teachers to conduct 

conferences. 
 

11. Locks on all classroom doors.  

 

12. A distribution box for every teacher in the building.  
 

D.  In the event that the Committee engages in any new school construction or 

renovation, teachers may submit written suggestions or concerns to the 
Administration who will provide them to the appropriate committee.  It is 

understood by the Parties that these suggestions or concerns are for 

consideration only and not binding on any committee in any way. 
 

E. Maintenance work will not be done in a classroom when class is in session 

except in the case of an emergency.  

 
F. Where available, designated teacher parking areas will be provided.  The 

Committee further agrees to address student intrusions of such areas. 
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ARTICLE 11 

TEXTBOOKS AND SUPPLIES 

 
A. The Committee will provide sufficient textbooks and supplies to ensure the full 

implementation of the curriculum. 

 
B. The Committee, through the Superintendent, in keeping with the State Law 

regarding purchase of textbooks, agrees that before a change in textbook or 

reference texts is made, or a new textbook or reference text is selected, principals 
in the elementary, middle, and secondary schools will discuss the change or new 

selection with the teachers (or a committee representing the teachers) from each 

of their respective schools.  The recommendations from the teachers or their 

committee shall be given in writing to the principals and these reports shall serve 
as a guide to the principals and administration in making the final decision. 

 

C. In the event that a teacher wishes to purchase any supplemental materials, 
supplies, special teaching aids, etc. they shall submit a request, in writing, to 

their budget manager. 

 
 If said request is approved, and if funds are readily available, the requested 

materials will be ordered provided to the teacher. 

 

D. All orders of materials and textbooks shall be delivered to the classrooms before 
the start of the school year, if possible. 
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ARTICLE 12 

NON-INSTRUCTIONAL DUTIES 
 
A. The Committee and the Association acknowledge that a teacher's primary 

responsibility is to teach and that his or her energies should be utilized to this 

end.  Teachers may be required to perform the following duties: 

 
1. Breakfast distribution, hallway monitoring, and student arrival/dismissal for 

the minimum necessary for the health and safety of the students. 
 

B. Teachers will not be required to perform the following duties:  

 

1. Health services, such as administering eye or ear examinations and 
weighing and measuring pupils except where directly related to area of 

teaching. 

 
2. Collecting money from students. 

 

3. Delivering books to classrooms, preparing textbook inventories, duplicating 
instructional and other materials when done on a school-wide basis. 

However, in direct classroom work, the teachers will still retain 

responsibility for books and materials assigned to that particular class. 

 
5. Supervision of student recess, cafeteria or lavatories. 

 

C.  If the need arises for duties that fall outside the 6.75-hour school day, such 
duties will be stipended positions posted via the electronic system in use for 

posting job openings. These duties include but are not limited to: 

 
1. Cafeteria Breakfast Supervision and/or Distribution. 

 

2. Parking Lot Supervision 

 
3. Morning Playground Supervision 

 

4. Admin assigned After school detention 
 

5. Admin assigned Saturday detention  
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ARTICLE 13 

MAINTENANCE OF CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE 

 
The safety of the students and staff is the responsibility of the school 

administration. 

 
A. The Committee in partnership with administration, faculty and staff shall 

provide a well-organized school and a disciplined school. 

 
B. When, in the judgment of a classroom teacher, a student requires the attention 

of a principal, assistant principal, counselor, physician or other specialist, the 

teacher will so inform his or her principal.  The principal or his or her designee 
will arrange, within three (3) school days, a conference among the Principal, the 

teacher, and an appropriate specialist to discuss the problem and to decide upon 

proper steps for its resolution. 
 

C. When in the judgment of a classroom teacher, a student is, by the student's 

behavior, seriously disrupting the instructional program to the detriment of other 

students, the teacher may exclude the student from the classroom and refer the 
student to the principal.  In such cases the principal, or his or her designee, will 

arrange as soon as possible, and under normal circumstances not later than the 

conclusion of the following school day, a conference among the principal, the 
teacher, and parent or guardian to discuss the problem and to decide upon proper 

steps for its resolution. 

 
D. When it is apparent to the person in authority that the safety of other persons is 

endangered, said person may take the necessary measures to restore order in the 

area. 

 
E. Teachers recognize their responsibility for the total education environment in a 

particular school and shall therefore not limit their influence only to those pupils 

assigned to them. 
 

F. Administration will institute and maintain a communication system ensuring a 

rapid response to student and staff needs in emergency situations. 
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ARTICLE 14 

TEACHER FILES 
 
A. A teacher may review his/her file at any time on reasonable notice and may 

submit additional letters or documents that he or she wishes kept in his file.  The 

Superintendent shall determine whether such letters or documents shall or shall 

not be included in said file. 
 

B. No material will be placed in his or her personnel file unless the teacher has had 

an opportunity to review such material and to affix his/or her signature to the 

form attached which affords the teacher the opportunity to approve, or 
disapprove and comment on said material.  Such signature merely signifies that 

the teacher has read the material to be filed; it does not indicate agreement with 

its content.  This shall not apply to material placed in the file in the ordinary 

course of business related to payroll, contractual or legally mandated time off, 
healthcare, etc. 

 

C. A teacher shall be permitted to reproduce material in his/her official file other 

than confidential or privileged material at cost. 
 

D. No material concerning any teacher shall be kept in any permanent official file 

other than the teacher’s official file.  Should an administrator maintain an 

unofficial file on a teacher, that file shall be destroyed upon the transfer, 
resignation or death of the administrator or teacher concerned. 

 

E. Principals may keep any material pertaining to teachers in their respective 

building, in an informal file provided the following conditions are met: 
 

1. Any material going into such file must be immediately brought to the 

teacher’s attention. 
 

2. At the end of one calendar year, the Principal must either destroy the 
material or refer it to the Superintendent’s Office for inclusion in the 

teacher’s official file. 
 

3. If the Principal decides to have the material included in a teacher’s official 

file, he/she must first notify said teacher that the material is going to be sent 
to the Superintendent’s Office. 

 

4. When a teacher is notified that any material is to be placed in his or her 

official file he or she may attach any comments he or she feels necessary 

and/or he or she may grieve if he or she feels that the material should not be 
made part of his or her file. 
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ARTICLE 15 

TEACHER PROTECTION 
 

A. Teacher 
 

1. Teachers will immediately report all cases of threats, assault, battery, and/or 

personal injury in connection with their employment to the Superintendent 
of Schools through the principal, in writing. 

 

2. When a teacher has been assaulted, the Committee will comply with any 

request from the teacher for information in its possession relating to the 
incident or the persons involved as permitted by law. 

 

3. If criminal or civil proceedings are brought against a teacher alleging that 
he or she committed an assault and such assault occurred in the course of 

his or her employment and arose out of said employment, such teacher may 

request the School Committee to furnish legal counsel to defend him or her 
in such proceedings.  The School Committee will evaluate the request and 

the circumstance of the charges and shall furnish counsel or reimbursement 

of reasonable counsel fees, if the teachers’ defense is deemed meritorious. 

 
4. Teachers shall receive prompt (within one week) notification of pupils in 

their classes who have severe physical and/or emotional problems within 

the knowledge of the Administration.  Teachers shall receive notification, 
updated as necessary, of those pupils who have special legal and/or family 

situations. 

 
5. If a teacher, while acting in the discharge of his or her duties within the 

scope of his or her employment, is assaulted or injured on the job, the 

teacher will report the incident to his or her school principal or immediate 

supervisor who shall immediately notify the civil authorities. 
 

6. All teachers in the Bristol Warren School System will be covered by 

Workers Compensation under the Rhode Island Workmen's Compensation 
Act. 

 

a. Whenever a teacher is absent from school because of total incapacity to 

perform his or her usual duties due to assault, and/or battery, and/or 
injury, which arose out of, and in the course of, his or her employment, 

he or she will be paid his or her full salary (less the amount of any 

Workman's Compensation benefits paid for such incapacity) for the 
period of such absence up to one (1) year from the date of such injury 

and no part of such absence will be charged to his or her annual or 
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accumulated sick leave.  The School Committee shall have the right to 
require the teacher to be examined at any time by a physician designated 

by it, and the opinion of such physician shall be conclusive as to 

continued eligibility for payment. 

 
7. All complaints to the Superintendent or Principal regarding a teacher must 

be in writing.  If a written complaint is received, a meeting shall be arranged 

within five (5) school days among the parents, Superintendent, or designee, 
and/or Principal, teacher involved, student involved, and a Bristol Warren 

Education Association representative, if requested.  A teacher may, if it is 

requested, receive a copy of the written complaint, and under normal 
circumstances, said meeting shall be held at least 24 hours after receipt. 

 

8. The Committee will satisfy any judgment obtained by a third person in an 

action against a teacher arising out of administration of first aid to students 
where such administration by the teacher is a required and authorized 

activity in the performance of his or her duties, except in cases of willful 

misconduct of the teacher and provided the Committee receives written 
notice from the teacher within ten (10) days of the incident. 

 

B.  Property Damage 
 

1. The School Committee will reimburse teachers in an amount not to exceed 

a total of $1,000.00 in any school year, for loss or damage or destruction, 

while on duty in the school, of personal property of a kind normally worn to 
or required to be brought into school, when the teacher has not been 

negligent, to the extent such loss is not covered by insurance and provided 

the particular loss, damage or destruction amounts to $20.00 or more.  The 
term “personal property” shall not include cash or automobiles.  The terms 

“loss,” “damage” and “destruction” shall not include the effects of normal 

wear, tear and use. 

 
In order to receive said reimbursement the teacher shall: 

 

a. Submit a sworn written statement to Administration with sufficient 
detail to explain what happened; 

 

b. Submit documentation to show the value of the item damaged where 
available, as well as proof that said item has been replaced (where 

available) and the reasonable cost of the replacement; 

 

c. Submit documentation verifying that the loss is not covered by other 
insurance. 
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2. Protective clothing shall be provided for all teachers in laboratory and shop 

areas.  Failure to wear protective clothing when so provided will constitute 

negligence. 

 
3. Teachers will immediately report incidents of property loss or damage to 

their school principal or immediate supervisor. 
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ARTICLE 16 

TEACHER EVALUATION 
 
The educator evaluation system shall be approved by the Rhode Island Department 

of Education (RIDE) and aligned with the Rhode Island Education Evaluation 

Standards, as approved by the Rhode Island Board of Education.  All educators who 

are new to the district shall receive training prior to their participation in the 
evaluation process.  The BWEA and administration are mutually responsible for 

providing training to these educators.  All evaluations shall be conducted by an 

evaluator who has been trained in the Rhode Island Educator Evaluation model. 
 

A. All monitoring or observation of the work of a teacher shall be conducted openly 

and with the full knowledge of the teacher.  The use of eavesdropping, closed-
circuit television, public address, or audio system, and similar surveillance 

devices shall be strictly prohibited. 

 

 Assignment of Evaluator 
 

1.   The teacher’s evaluator will be determined and disseminated within the first 

ten (10) days of school and said evaluator will remain for the entirety of the 
evaluation process that year. No educator will have more than one person 

conducting her or his evaluation, including observations, per evaluation 

cycle. 
 

2. Teachers may request a different evaluator at the beginning of the school 

year. Requests  will    be made to the Superintendent. The denial of said 

request by the Superintendent shall not be arbitrary or capricious. 
 

3.  In the event that a different evaluator must be assigned mid-process due to 

extraordinary circumstances, the assignment will be mutually agreed upon 
between BWEA Co-Presidents or designee and the superintendent. 

 

B. Evaluation Schedule 

 
1. All tenured teachers (with the exception of those in their first year teaching 

under a different   teaching certificate) who earned a final evaluation rating 

of Effective must be fully evaluated again according to the chart below: 
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Effective Schedule 
 

Effective  2022-2023 

Year 1   2023-2024 

Year 2   2024-2025 
Next Evaluation  2025-2026 

 

2. All tenured teachers (with the exception of those in their first year teaching 
under a different teaching certificate) who received a final evaluation rating 

of Highly Effective must be fully evaluated again according to the chart 

below: 
 

Highly Effective Schedule: 

 

Highly Effective 2022-2023 
Year 1   2023-2024 

Year 2   2024-2025 

Year 3   2025-2026 
Next Evaluation  2026-2027 

 

C. Evaluation Report Review 
 

1. Teachers will be allowed to review a copy of any evaluation report prepared 

by their evaluators, within ten (10) school days, and will have the right to 

discuss such reports with their evaluators. 
 

2. Evaluations of teachers shall be completed not later than ten (10) days 

before the end of the current school year. 
 

3. Each observation of a teacher may be followed by a personal conference 

between the teacher and his or her evaluator, at a mutually agreeable time, 

for the purposes of clarifying the evaluation report and for making 
suggestions for noted areas for improvement. 

 

4. Teachers shall sign all reports and may include written comments on all 
copies.  Such signature merely signifies that the teacher has read the material 

to be filed; it does not indicate agreement with its content. 

 
D. Any complaints regarding a teacher made to the administration by any parent, 

student, or other person, will be promptly called to the teacher's attention per 

Article 15, Section A, Part 7. 
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E. Only information obtained by the evaluator during the course of the evaluation 
visit, the subsequent interview with the teacher, and other documented 

information relevant to the evaluation form, that has been previously brought to 

the attention of the teacher, may be included in the written evaluation. 

 
F.  If an evaluator finds a teacher lacking, the reasons thereof shall be set forth in 

specific terms, as shall an identification of the specific ways in which the teacher 

is to improve, and the specific assistance to be given by the evaluator and 
administration. 

 

G. Each observation of a teacher in teaching situations for the purpose of evaluation 
shall be for a minimum of fifteen (15) minutes. 

 

H. Each teacher, upon his or her employment, or at the beginning of each school 

year, whichever is later, shall be apprised of the criteria upon which he or she 
will be evaluated. 

 

I. In no case shall any evaluation or rating of a teacher be based upon hearsay. 
 

J. Dismissal or suspension of a teacher shall be in accordance with the provisions 

of Chapter 13 of Title 16 of the General Laws of Rhode Island, 1956, as 
amended. 

 

K. Any change in the RIDE-approved evaluation instrument or evaluation process 

shall be mutually agreeable between the Bristol Warren Education Association 
and the Bristol Warren Regional School Committee. 

 

L. Evaluation Process 
 

1. Non-tenured teachers will be observed in classroom performance and be 

offered constructive feedback as to improvement in teacher performance, at 

least three (3) times per year, at reasonable intervals.  Additional 
observations that may progress to an evaluation may be scheduled by the 

building principal and or his/her designee.  There shall be a period of no less 

than two (2) weeks between each observation.  At least one of the three 
evaluations will be announced. 

 

a. Goal Setting: Submitted and approved by the 30th instructional school 
day. 

 

b. Mid-Year Conference conducted before January 31st 

 

c. All observations conducted (1 announced, 2 unannounced). 
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d. Priority feedback should be targeted, timely, and specific, with clear and 

actionable feedback to enhance teacher practice. 

 

e. Indication of a final effectiveness rating of Ineffective or Developing 
should be noted in priority feedback. 

 

2. Tenured teachers receiving an Ineffective (1) or Developing (2) rating: 
 

a. Mid-Year Conference for tenured teachers who may receive an 

Ineffective or Developing rating shall be conducted before February 
15th. 

 

b. Observations conducted (1 announced, 2 unannounced). 

 
c. Priority feedback should be targeted, timely, and specific, with clear and 

actionable feedback to enhance teacher practice. 

 
d. Indication of a final effectiveness rating of Ineffective or Developing 

should be noted in priority feedback. 

 
3. Tenured teachers receiving an Effective (3) or Highly Effective (4) rating: 

 

a. Mid-Year Conference for tenured teachers who may receive an 

Ineffective or Developing rating shall be conducted before February 
15th. 

 

b. Observations conducted (1 announced, 1 unannounced). 
 

c. Priority feedback should be targeted, timely, and specific, with clear and 

actionable feedback to enhance teacher practice. 

 
d. End of Year Conferences will start in May and be completed by June. 

 

4. An additional observation for tenured teachers will take place if requested 
by either party, whereby a mutual understanding regarding the intent of the 

additional observation is made clear and guidance and support are offered 

to the educator on an agreed upon area of focus.  The final effectiveness 
rating will be based on the two observations with the highest total combined 

domain scores. 
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M. Evaluation Appeals Process 
 

1. Grounds for Appeal. A request for an Appeal Hearing may only be 

submitted by educators who received an aggregate rating of Ineffective (1) 

or Developing (2) at either the Mid-Year Conference or End-of-Year 
Conference.  In addition, the Committee will hear appeals which fall into at 

least one of the following four (4) categories: 

a. Failure to follow due process.  An appeal may be filed based on 

documented evidence that the Educator Evaluation was not conducted 

within the general timeframes established by the district or the guidance 
published in the Rhode Island Model Teacher Evaluation and Support 

Handbook. 

 

b. An educator with an aggregate rating of Ineffective (1) or Developing 
(2) rating: An appeal may be filed if an educator with an aggregate 

rating of Ineffective (1) or Developing (2) at either the Mid-Year 

Conference or End of Year Conference received insufficient 
constructive/ priority feedback.  Priority/constructive feedback from an 

evaluator must be specific, measurable, actionable and aligned to 

targeted components in the Educator Evaluation System rubric. For 
example, if the educator received a 1 or 2 in Component 2d – Managing 

Student Behavior, the feedback should include specific, concrete 

recommendation, i.e. option to visit classroom of master teacher, 

establish daily rituals and routines, daily problem at opening of class 
while homework is being checked, reference to specific resources, 

websites etc.   

 
c. Impasse: An appeal may be filed based on an impasse in the event that 

after multiple opportunities (meetings or communications) of which 

there is at least one (1) face-to-face post observation conference, the 
evaluator and educator cannot reach an agreement on the aggregate 

effectiveness rating.  In the event an educator refuses to meet with 

his/her evaluator to discuss the priority feedback, said teacher is not 

eligible to file an appeal. 
 

d. A contradictory outcome: An appeal may be filed if there is a 

discrepancy between very high Student Learning score and a very low 
Professional Practice and Professional Foundation score that results in 

a rating of Developing (D*) on the Final Effectiveness Rating Matrix 

(RI Model Teacher Evaluation & Support System Edition II p. 58)   

 
2.    If a teacher's evaluation is successfully appealed, the teacher may elect to 

not be assigned the same evaluator in succeeding years. 
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3. Evaluation Appeals Standing Committee Membership 

 

a. Three (3) BWEA representatives and one (1) alternate will be appointed 

by BWEA leadership from a pool of six (6) educators identified by 
BWEA leadership for representation. 

 

b. Three (3) Administrative representatives and one (1) alternate appointed 
by the Superintendent 

 

c. Any representative shall recuse himself/herself from the committee if 
that person is either the evaluator or educator directly involved in the 

Evaluation Appeal or the appeal involves a family member or relative. 

The BWEA Leadership or Superintendent will appoint an alternative 

representative as appropriate. 
 

d. Committee members will serve a term concurrent with the length of the 

contract. 
 

4. Evaluation Appeals Standing Committee Group Operations 

 
a. Appeal Hearings only pertain to aggregate Mid-Year and End of Year 

Ratings. 

 

b. Teachers choosing to appeal have 5 school days or one calendar week 
in the summer from the time they became aware of rating at the mid-

year or end of year conference or via teacher acknowledgement in the 

Educator Performance and Support System (EPSS) to commence the 
Appeals Process (Steps C and D occur within 5 day period) 

 

c. Prior to filing a formal appeal to the District Evaluation Committee, a 

teacher shall first submit a “pre-appeal conference request” form to the 
evaluator to discuss the case to resolve the matter. The teacher may elect 

to bring a BWEA representative into said meeting. 

 
d. If there is no immediate resolution at the building level, the teacher will 

request a review of the appeal case by the Appeals Standing Committee. 

The teacher shall prepare, in writing, detailed facts that support his/her 
claim.  Copies of the above shall be sent to the Evaluator, Building 

Principal, BWEA President, Superintendent of Schools, and Appeals 

Standing Committee.   
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i. Educator will be notified of decision to proceed with the Appeal 
within five (5) school days or one calendar week in the summer 

from the time of said submission noted in Part B of this section.    

 

ii. If the appeal meets the aforementioned criteria, an Appeals Hearing 
will take place within 5 school days or two (2) calendar weeks in 

the summer.  The teacher may elect to bring a BWEA representative 

into said hearing. The window for conducting the Appeals Hearing 
shall commence once the educator has been notified that a decision 

to proceed in the Appeals Process has been communicated. 

 
iii. A good faith effort will be made by all parties to resolve the Appeal 

in a timely and efficient manner. 

 

iv. The decision of the Appeals Committee shall be final and shall be 
rendered within 24 hours of the Appeals Hearing. 

 

v. If the Appeals Committee cannot reach a consensus, the Appeals 
Committee shall declare an impasse and shall refer the appeal to the 

Superintendent.  The Superintendent shall convene an appeals 

hearing with representation from the educator and all the members 
of the Appeals Committee within 5 school days or one calendar 

week in the summer from the date of declared impasse.  The 

Superintendent shall render his/her decision within 24 hours of 

hearing the appeal. 
 

vi. After a decision is rendered by the Superintendent on cases at 

impasse, the educator may exercise his/her rights under Article 25, 
beginning at Level III. 
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N. District Evaluation Committee 
 

1. A District Evaluation Committee shall be established to support the 

evaluation process by reviewing the effectiveness of the evaluation system, 

the validity and utility of the data produced by the system, the fairness, 
accuracy, and consistency of the decisions made, and the currency of the 

system.  The Committee shall use this information to make 

recommendations for revisions to the system. 
 

2. The District Evaluation Committee shall communicate data from the 

evaluation system to the district personnel responsible for strategic planning 
and professional development to work collaboratively towards a coherent 

approach to educator quality, professional development and continuous 

improvement. 

 
3. The District Evaluation Committee shall interface with district leadership to 

assure the resources of time, financial support, and evaluation expertise are 

sufficient to maintain the quality of the evaluation system. 
 

4. The District Evaluation Committee shall ensure that the district meets the 

RIDE’s reporting requirements for the quality of the educator evaluation. If 
the state evaluation model changes, the District Evaluation Committee shall 

meet to make appropriate adjustments. 

 

5. The District Evaluation Committee shall be comprised of a representation 
of teachers, support professionals, administrators and union representatives.  

Included in the District Evaluation Committee membership shall be a liaison 

to the community. 
 

6. A representative and alternate from each school shall be appointed by the 

BWEA leadership for a term of 2 years.  The District Evaluation Committee 

shall meet on a bi-monthly basis. 
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ARTICLE 17 

SENIORITY, LAYOFF AND RECALL 
 

A. Seniority.  Beginning with the 2022-23 school year, seniority will be 
determined using the following guidelines: 

 

1. Seniority will begin on the employee's date of appointment by the 
Superintendent. Starting date shall be defined as the first day of employment 

in a permanent position or leave of  absence with no break in service to 

which the individual has been appointed by official action of the Committee. 

 
2. In the event that seniority cannot be determined as above, by October 1, a 

lottery shall be employed to determine seniority.  The lottery must be 

conducted by the Superintendent or his or her designee, a representative of 
the Association, the teachers affected, unless they waive their right to be 

present in writing, and a neutral witness. 

 
Time in service for the purpose of determining seniority will include any 

time the individual was appointed to a position held by a teacher on an 

officially granted leave of absence, provided that there is no break in service 

between said time and appointment to a permanent position by official 
action of the Committee. 

 

In the event that seniority cannot be determined, the lottery procedure 
outlined above will be followed. 

 

On or before November 15th of each year, the Committee shall publish a 
system wide seniority roster which will be posted in each school.  The 

seniority list shall include: the teachers complete name, the date of entering 

service, and the date of appointment by the School Committee.  If a teacher 

questions his or her position on the roster and it cannot be resolved 
informally, the dispute shall be referred to the grievance procedure. 

 

Seniority shall accrue during active employment and during all authorized 
leaves of absence and periods of layoff. 

 

 Seniority shall terminate upon: 
 

a. Resignation. 
 

b. Discharge for cause. 

 
c. Failure to return to work upon expiration of a leave of absence. 
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d. Refusal to accept recall pursuant to Paragraph C of this section. 
 

e. Failure to be recalled within a period of thirty-six calendar months 
from layoff. 

 

B.   Performance Based Dismissal. The Committee acknowledges the distinction 

between a Performance Based Dismissal and a layoff for non-performance 

reasons. A teacher dismissed or terminated for performance shall be notified 

accordingly, and shall be furnished with a complete statement of the cause(s) for 
the dismissal by the governing body of the school. Such dismissal shall be 

consistent with the requirements of the Rhode Island General Laws. 

 
1. Teachers dismissed or terminated for job performance reasons may within 

the fifteen (15) days of written notice of said dismissal/termination/non-

renewal, file notice of appeal pursuant to R.I.G.L. §§16-13-2 or 16-13-3. 

 
C.   Layoff. A layoff or reduction in force is an act by the Committee compelled by 

reasons (such as a fiscal deficit, school reorganization, program elimination, or 

reduction in student enrollment) unrelated to job performance which results in 
the layoff of a teacher who, but for the occurrence of said reason, would have 

been retained. 

 
1. In order to retain a trained and effective staff, it is the intention of the 

Committee to restore a laid off teacher to his or her position at the soonest 

time practicable after the reason for the layoff ceases to exist, provided the 

position remains available. 
 

2. Layoffs and reductions in force shall be by seniority, commencing with the 

most junior teacher within the affected area of certification. 
 

3. The layoff/recall protocol shall not apply to any teacher dismissed for 

performance reasons (as provided above). 
 

D.  Displacement. A displacement is an act by the Committee compelled by reasons 

(such as a fiscal deficit, school reorganization, program elimination, or reduction 

in student enrollment) unrelated to job performance, wherein the teacher is 
retained, although his/her position has been eliminated. A displaced teacher 

shall be permitted to participate in the job placement process, before any jobs 

are posted for the full BWEA membership. 
 

E.   Recall 

 

1. If there are no vacancies for educators whose positions have been eliminated 
due to declining enrollment or programmatic elimination/redesign, 
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educators will be placed on a recall list according to their Certification and 
seniority in order of date of layoff. Any teacher laid off shall retain recall 

rights to twenty four (24) calendar months. 

 

2. The right to recall extends to a teaching vacancy in any area in which the 
laid off teacher is certified at the effective date of layoff.  No new teacher 

may be hired for any vacancy until all teachers on layoff who have the right 

to such vacancy have been offered recall according to their Certification 
alignment as defined in Article 19 Section B. 

 

3. When the School Committee intends to fill a position for which a laid off 
teacher is eligible, the Superintendent shall notify said teacher by certified 

mail, return receipt requested, at his or her last known address.  The teacher 

will notify the Superintendent in writing of his or her intent to accept or 

reject the position within a period of fourteen (14) calendar days after receipt 
of notification.  Any teacher who is on the recall list is responsible to keep 

a current address on file with the Superintendent's Office.  Copies of all 

recall notices will be sent to the Association President. 
 

4. Teachers shall not forfeit seniority standing by acceptance or refusal to 

accept a position of lesser or greater employment. 
 

5. A teacher may elect or reject recall to a position if the position which he or 

she is offered is for a shorter duration than the length of his or her original 

appointment. 
 

6. The provisions of this Article shall apply to part-time teachers as well as 

full-time teachers. 
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ARTICLE 18 

PLACEMENT AND PROMOTIONS 
 
Assignments and transfers of any members of the teaching staff shall always be 

made so as to assure the best education for the children and the most efficient use of 

staff members. 

 
A.  Promotional Positions Defined.  Promotional positions are defined as follows: 

positions paying a salary differential while remaining in the bargaining unit. 
 

B. Procedures for Filling Promotional Vacancies.  All vacancies in promotional 
positions or newly created positions shall be filled pursuant to the following 

procedures. 

 
1. Where a vacancy in any promotional position in the Bristol Warren School 

System shall occur, the School Committee shall cause to be published a 

written notice of such vacancy within five (5) school days.  The notice shall 
be delivered to all members of the Association via email.  Should a vacancy 

occur between the end of one school year to the beginning of the next, a 

copy of the notice shall be emailed to each teacher qualified in that area.  No 

vacancy shall be filled until notice of such vacancy shall have been posted, 
or have been emailed, for at least fifteen (15) calendar days. Teachers shall 

be notified of all vacancies expected for the following school year through 

the electronic system in use for posting job openings and accepting job 
applications as vacancies are identified. 

 

2. Teachers who desire to apply for a promotional position shall submit their 
application, in writing, to the Superintendent or his or her specified 

representative within the time limit specified in the notice. 

 

3. All appointments to the aforesaid vacancies and openings shall be made 
without regard to age, race, color, religion, nationality, gender, or marital 

status. 

 
4. Promotional positions in the bargaining unit will be filled on the basis of the 

most qualified candidate considering: 

 

● Experience appropriate to the position posting. 

● Educational degree(s) appropriate to the position posting. 

● Interview. 

● Seniority. 

 

5. All applicants who meet the qualifications for a vacancy shall be 
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interviewed and shall subsequently be notified, in writing, as to the status of 
their applications before the appointment is made. 

 

6. Beginning with the 2023-24 school year, promotional position appointments 

shall be reposted once every three years.  Promotional positions shall be 
reposted by March 1 of the preceding school year. 

 
C. Job Descriptions. A complete job description, including qualifications, 

requirements, duties, salary, and other pertinent information, shall be set forth 

in notices of any vacancies.  Job descriptions for promotional positions shall be 

included in the posting of the positions.  Complete job descriptions for 
promotional positions shall be kept on file in each Principal's office, and at the 

office of the Superintendent, and shall be made available on request. 
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ARTICLE 19 

TRANSFERS 
 

A. A vacancy shall be defined as the availability of a position caused by death, 
resignation, retirement, promotion, discharge or creation of a new position.  In 

addition to the creation of an additional position, the creation of a new position 

shall also be defined as a change in the responsibilities of a position and/or a 
change in level and/or building. 

 

B. It is the goal of the BWEA, BWRSC and BWRSD administration to ensure the 

selection, hiring, and assignment of highly qualified and effective staff members 
who best meet the needs of the students.  The parties acknowledge the following 

factors are important indicators for a successful transfer and assignment to a new 

teaching assignment: 
  

●  Alignment to the position through criteria listed below 

●   Demonstrated evidence of effective or highly effective evaluation 
rating 

●   District experience 

●   Clear expectations of the position, embracing school philosophy 

and program structure. 
  

If an educator wishes to transfer to a non-promotional vacancy in the Bristol 

Warren Regional School District, the educator must provide evidence of the 
criteria for Alignment and Evaluation through the following pathways, listed in 

order of consideration for the position: 

 
1. Pathway 1- Educator Meets Alignment and Evaluation Criteria 

  

a. Alignment - The educator must be aligned to one of the criteria below 

and has exercised this alignment within the last three (3) years. 
  

i. Elementary educator – Taught or co-taught within the grade span as 

specified within their RIDE certification. 
  

ii. Middle level educator – Taught in the same content area within the 

last three (3) years with required certification and middle school 

endorsement Ex. – 7-12 content certification with middle school 
endorsement 

  

iii. High school educator – Taught in same area of certification within 
the last three (3) years 
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iv. Secondary special educator 6-12 – Co-taught in content area within 
the last three (3) years with the required certification and, if 

appropriate, middle school endorsement 

  

v. PreK/K-12 Educators – Taught in the same area of PreK/K-12 
certification within the last three (3) years 

  

b. Evaluation: Received Effective or Highly Effective rating in the RI 
Educator Evaluation System in the three (3) previous academic years 

prior to the current academic year 

  
c. If the educator meets the criteria of Alignment and of Evaluation, the 

educator must complete the following steps to successfully transfer to 

the position posted: 

  
i. The educator must participate in a meeting with the school 

administrator to which the position is assigned.  This meeting will 

be scheduled by the school administrator and will occur within 72 
hours of the closing of the position. 

  

ii. If the above criteria are met, the educator with the most district 
experience transfers to the position. 

 

 

2. Pathway 2 –Educator Aligned within Five (5) Years 

  

a. Providing a vacancy exists, all educators whose positions have been 

eliminated due to declining enrollment or program elimination/redesign 
may be considered for available vacant positions for which they are 

certified.  

  

i. Alignment - The educator must demonstrate aforementioned 
Alignment criteria exercised within five (5) years. 

  

ii. Evaluation – Received Effective or Highly Effective final 
effectiveness rating in the RI Educator Evaluation System in the 

three (3) previous academic years. 

  
b. If the educator meets the criteria of Alignment and of Evaluation, the 

educator must complete the following steps to successfully transfer to 

the position posted: 

  
i. The educator must participate in a meeting with the school 
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administrator to which the position is assigned.  This meeting will 
be scheduled by the school administrator and will occur within 48 

hours of the closing of the position. 

  

ii. If the above criteria are met, the educator with the most district 
experience transfers to the position. 

 

3. Pathway 3 –Educator Does Not Meet Alignment Criteria And Does 

Meet Evaluation Criteria 

  

a. If the educator wants to transfer to a non-promotional vacancy but does 
not meet one of the criteria in Alignment but has demonstrated evidence 

of an Effective or Highly Effective rating in the RI Educator Evaluation 

System in the three (3) previous academic years prior to the current 

academic year, the educator must complete the following steps to 
successfully transfer to a new position: 

   

i. The educator applies for the position via the electronic system in 
use for posting job openings and accepting job applications and 

participates in the district internal application process. 

  
ii. The educator participates in an interview with an interview team 

comprised of the school administrator and two (2) teachers (1 

content teacher and 1 school leader). 

  
iii. The educator agrees to participate in a full evaluation cycle the 

first year of the transfer. 

  
iv. Pending a recommendation from the interview team with the 

approval of the administrator, and School Improvement Team 

recommendation, the educator with the most district experience 

transfers to the position. 
  

b. Upon agreement with the BWEA, the Superintendent may waive any 

alignment criteria if she/he concludes that a teacher will be effective in 
a new assignment.  If the Superintendent and the BWEA do not come 

to agreement regarding a request to waive alignment, she/he shall 

indicate her/his reasons in writing with specificity for non-waiver and 
shall provide an explanation to the BWEA.  A letter memorializing the 

Superintendent’s decision will be included in the educator’s file for 

granting a waiver of alignment or a non-waiver of alignment. 
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 C.  Job Posting Process. After consultation with the BWEA leadership, BWRSD 
administration and Human Resource Director, the Human Resource Director 

will post positions on School Spring for no less than five (5) work days.  Once 

a successful transfer has been achieved, the Human Resource Department will 

email all certified employees that a second round of postings has been posted 
to School Spring.  Rounds will be indicated in the subject line, e.g., Teaching 

Positions – Round 1 or Teaching Positions – Round 2, etc.   Every attempt will 

be made to conclude all rounds no later than six (6) weeks after the first 
posting. Once the educator accepts a position and signs the Transfer 

Agreement, the assignment is binding for the upcoming academic year. 

 
D.  Involuntary Transfers 

  

1.  When an eliminated position due to declining enrollment or programmatic 

elimination/redesign is restored within 24 calendar months of its 
elimination, a teacher who has been involuntarily transferred as a result of 

such shall have the right of first refusal. 

 
 2.  Although the Committee and the Bristol Warren Education Association 

recognize that frequent transfers of teachers is disruptive to the educational 

process, they also recognize that some involuntary transfers of teachers are 
unavoidable, and that in making assignments in the Bristol Warren School 

System the intent and aspirations of teachers must be considered.  Therefore, 

they agree to the following: 

  
a.  An involuntary transfer shall be defined as a change in position that has 

not been mutually agreed upon by the teacher and administration. 

  
b.  No teacher shall be transferred involuntarily without good cause. 

  

c.  Written notice of involuntary transfer or reassignment shall be given to 

teachers no later than thirty (30) days before such reassignment. 
  

d.  When involuntary transfer or reassignment is necessary, volunteers for 

such transfer or reassignment will be honored to the extent practicable. 
  

e.  Any involuntary transfer or a reassignment of staff will be implemented 

only after consultation between the teacher involved and a 
representative of the administration, at which time the teacher will be 

notified of the reason thereof in writing.  This notification will normally 

precede or coincide with the notice in “3” above. 
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f.   A teacher’s area of certification and length of service in the Bristol 
Warren School System will be considered in determining which teacher 

will be transferred or reassigned. 

 

E.   Voluntary Transfers.  Nothing herein shall prevent a voluntary transfer that is 
mutually agreed upon between the Superintendent and the teacher involved. 
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ARTICLE 20 

FAIR DISMISSAL POLICY 
 
A. Notification of intention to suspend or discharge shall be given to the employee 

in writing and the reason for discharge or suspension stated therein.  Such 

written notification shall be given to the employee at least thirty (30) calendar 

days prior to the date when said suspension or discharge shall take place, except 
in cases of extreme emergency.  In cases where a teacher's contract is not going 

to be renewed for the succeeding year, the teacher shall be notified as required 

by applicable R.I. law. 
 

B. No teacher shall be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compensation, 

suspended, dismissed, deprived of any professional advantage, or given an 
adverse evaluation of his or her professional services, without reasonable and 

just cause. 

 

C. If any teacher for whom a grievance is sustained shall be found to have been 
unjustly discharged, he or she shall be reinstated with full reimbursement for all 

professional compensation lost. 
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ARTICLE 21 

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
 
Leaves of absence will be granted with full pay and benefits except when otherwise 

noted or where special pay provision is made.  After a leave of absence and upon 

return to the Bristol Warren School System, the teacher shall be placed on the 

appropriate step of the salary schedule as though such teacher had not been on leave, 
and sick leave, accumulated prior to the leave shall be restored.  The school 

administration can extend the scope of paid leaves of absence at its full discretion 

based upon whatever pertinent merit it considers as justification.  The Committee 
shall not be obligated to accept a teacher returning from any type of extended leave 

before the expiration date of the leave which is granted. 

 
All requests for extension or renewal of leaves will be applied for and granted or 

denied in writing. 

 

Teachers will enter their sick and personal day absences in the absence management 
system. 

 

A. Military Leave 
 

1. Military leave will be granted, without pay, to any teacher who is inducted 

or enlists in the active military services of the United States. Upon return 
from such leave, a teacher will be placed on the salary schedule at the level 

which he or she would have achieved if he or she had not taken such leave.  

Military leave is for one term of service but not to exceed the mandatory 

service obligation. 
 

2. A military leave of up to fifteen (15) calendar days in any calendar year with 

equalization of pay or other benefits will be granted to any teacher who is a 
member of the National Guard or any other component of the military forces 

of the state or reserve forces of the United States and who is engaged with 

such organization or component in training or active service ordered by 

proper authority pursuant to law. 
 

B. Sabbatical leave. Sabbatical leaves of absence are granted for professional 

improvement upon and for the term of this Agreement, solely at the discretion 
of the Superintendent.  That limitation shall cease to be effective after August 

31, 2014. Sabbatical leaves remain subject to the following conditions: 

 
1. Request for sabbatical leaves of absence must be received by the 

Superintendent in writing in such form as may be required by the 

Superintendent not later than November 1 or April 1 of the year preceding 
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the semester of the school year in which the sabbatical leave is requested 
except in the case of emergencies. 

 

2. The teacher has completed at least six (6) consecutive full school years of 

service in the Bristol Warren School system for the first such request, and 
an additional six (6) consecutive full school years of service for each request 

thereafter. 

 
3. The number of teachers on sabbatical at any one time will not exceed 1% of 

the total number of certified personnel in the Bristol Warren School system. 

 
4. The length of the sabbatical year will be the same as defined in the teacher's 

employment contract. 

 

5. Each individual who is granted a sabbatical leave must sign and fulfill a 
contract to return for one (1) contract year of service to the Bristol Warren 

School system or reimburse the department for the amount of salary and 

benefits granted during the leave. 
 

6. No fringe benefits as described in the contract shall be paid for, accumulated 

or extended to the teacher during the sabbatical term except medical and 
dental and the benefits expressly provided in this section. 

 

7. Teachers on sabbatical leave will be paid at ½ annual salary for a full year's 

leave and ¼ their annual salary for a half year's leave.  Annual salary to 
include base, step increment, and longevity. 

 

8. The Superintendent’s recommendation will be considered.  The School 
Committee will make the final decision on all sabbatical requests. 

 

9. A sabbatical leave of absence may be extended without pay or increment for 

one additional year at the discretion of the School Committee. 
 

C. Educational Leave.  Educational leave to attend institutes and other educational 

pursuits may be granted at the discretion of the Superintendent for a period up 
to thirty days.  Compensation for professional leaves of absence will be 

determined by the difference of the stipend received for the period and the 

applicant's professional salary.  The per diem rate of professional salary will be 
1/183.5 of the annual salary. 
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D. Professional Leave.  A teacher on tenure will be granted a leave of absence 
without pay or paid benefits for up to two (2) years, for educational research, 

professional study, or to teach in an accredited college or university, upon the 

recommendation of the Superintendent and provided that notification of return 

or no return is made in writing to the Superintendent by February 1st.  The 
teacher will be allowed to purchase benefits at the group rate of the school 

department. 

 
E. Association Leave.  The Committee agrees that up to three teachers designated 

by the Bristol Warren Education Association will, upon request, be granted a 

leave of absence for up to two years, without pay or increments or paid benefits, 
for the purpose of engaging in Association (state and national) activities.  Upon 

return from such leave, a teacher will be considered as if he or she were actively 

employed by the Committee during the leave and will be placed on the salary 

schedule at the level he or she would have achieved if he or she had not been 
absent. 

 

F. Political Leave.  A teacher has the right to become a candidate for public office, 
and to serve in such office, unless there is a specific legal prohibition.  Regularly 

appointed teachers will be granted a leave of absence for one term, without pay, 

in order to serve in public office.  Upon return to the Bristol Warren School 
System, the teacher shall be restored to the step of the salary scale at which he 

or she was at the time such leave commenced. 

 

G. Personal Leave.  Three (3) days leave during each year must be granted upon 
notification to the concerned principal, for personal reasons. Such conversion 

must be requested in writing within 10 school days of the special observance 

day.     Unused personal days shall not accumulate but will be credited to sick 
days at the end of the school year. Leave under this section shall not be taken 

immediately prior to, or following, vacations or holidays, except by the written 

approval of the Superintendent.  Such approval shall not be unreasonably 

withheld. 
 

H. Annual Salary Defined.  Per diem compensation for long term leave under this 

Article shall be based on 1/183.5 of the basic annual salary, including any 
increments for advanced study, but excluding any compensation for 

extracurricular or other voluntary activities. 
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I. Bereavement Leave.   
 

1. Teachers are to be allowed a maximum of ten (10) days leave, exclusive of 

weekends and National Holidays, for deaths of a spouse/partner, or child. 

 
2.    Teachers are to be allowed a maximum of five (5) days leave, exclusive of 

weekends and National Holidays, for deaths in a teacher's family including 

but not limited to parents, father-in-law, mother-in-law, grandparents, 
grandchildren, siblings, step-parents, step-siblings, foster parents, brothers-

in-law, sisters-in-law, daughters-in-law, sons-in-law, foster children, former 

guardians, and any other members of the same household. 
 

3. In the case of the death of other relatives not covered in section 1 or 2, 

teachers shall be allowed two (2) days leave. 

 
J. Legal Obligation Leave. 

 

1.   A teacher called for jury duty shall, while serving as a juror, receive full 
salary and will reimburse to the school department the amount he or she 

receives for jury duty, minus meals and transportation allowances, if any. 

 
2.   Teachers shall be granted the time necessary for appearance in any legal 

proceeding connected with teacher employment or with the school system. 

 

K. Sick or Disability Leave 
 

1. Sick or Disability Leave 

 
a. Teachers will receive 17 days salary for absence due to illness or 

disability per year.  Unused sick days will accumulate without limit.  At 

the beginning of each school year each teacher will be credited with an 

advance of the full seventeen days of leave for that school year.  In the 
event that the teacher’s employment terminates during the year and at 

the time of such termination his or her sick leave account has been 

overdrawn, the final salary payment to the teacher will be reduced by 
the amount paid for such overdrawn sick leave days.  For purposes of 

payment for unused sick days per Article 21 Section K.1.d, sick days 

will be earned on a prorated basis. 
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b. All teachers shall be informed in writing of their accumulated sick days 
at the first payroll of the year. 

 

c. A Major Illness or Disability Sick Leave Bank (hereafter referred to as 

the Sick Leave Bank) shall be established.  A teacher may request aid 
from the Sick Leave Bank only when it is anticipated that his/her 

personal/sick leave will be depleted.  It is advised that the teacher apply 

two weeks prior to the anticipated depletion of personal/sick leave.  In 
the event an illness or injury begins in one school year and continues 

into the following school year, the teacher, upon returning to 

employment, will receive the three (3) personal days to which they are 
entitled pursuant to the CBA.  The seventeen (17) sick days to which 

the teacher is normally entitled at the start of the school year shall be 

surrendered to the Sick Bank.  In the event an illness or injury occurs 

during the summer and requires the use of Sick Bank time to begin the 
following school year, the teacher, upon returning to work, will receive 

the three (3) personal days to which they are entitled.  The seventeen 

(17) sick days to which the teacher is normally entitled at the start of the 
school year shall be surrendered to the Sick Bank. 

 

d. Certified staff retiring, or concluding service (not including termination 
for cause) with a minimum of ten years of service in the Bristol Warren 

Regional School System, will be reimbursed based on the following 

schedule: 

 
i. Certified staff retiring with up to ten (10) years of service 

experience in the Bristol-Warren Regional School System 

(including time in Bristol and/or Warren prior to the 
regionalization) shall be reimbursed at the rate of thirty ($30.00) 

per day. 

 

ii. Certified staff with Eleven (11) to Twenty (20) years of service in 
the Bristol Warren Regional School System (including time in 

Bristol and/or Warren prior to the regionalization shall be 

reimbursed at the rate of Forty ($40.00) per day. 
 

iii. Certified staff with Twenty-one (21) or more years of service in the 

Bristol Warren Regional School System (including time in Bristol 
and/or Warren prior to the regionalization) shall be reimbursed at 

the rate of Fifty ($50.00) per day. 
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e. Except for those teachers whose accrued sick leave exceeds 180 days as 
of September 1, 2011, the number of days for which teachers may be 

reimbursed shall be capped as follows: 

 

• 2017-2020:   180 days 

• 2018-2019:   160 days 

• 2019-2020:   140 days 

 
i. Teachers whose accrued sick leave was in excess of 180 days as of 

September 1, 2011, remain eligible for reimbursement for their 

entire accrual as of September 1, 2011, upon retirement or 
conclusion of service, in accordance with the reimbursement rates 

set forth above. 

 
ii. The above limit applies only to days for which a teacher may be 

reimbursed.  Accrual for utilization remains uncapped. 

 

iii. Examples:   
 

• A teacher with 200 sick days accrued as of September 1, 2011, 

shall continue to accrue sick leave annually for utilization; 

however, his/her reimbursement shall be limited to 200 days. 
 

• A teacher with 150 sick days accrued as of the end of the 2010-

2011 school year, shall continue to accrue sick leave annually 

for utilization; resulting in a total accrual for the 2011-2012 
school year of 167 sick days.  Assuming no discharge of days 

during the 2011-2012 school year and, further assuming he/she 

accrues an additional 17 days at the start of the 2012-2013 

school year for a total accrual of 184 days, his/her 
reimbursement will be limited to 167 days (the highest total 

reached during a year when reimbursable days were capped at 

180).   
 

• A teacher with 90 sick days accrued as of September 1, 2011, 

shall continue to accrue sick leave annually for utilization; 

however, his/her reimbursement shall be limited to 140 days. 
 

f. Any member eligible for the above reimbursement may, in lieu of said 

reimbursement, donate any or all of their unused sick days to the Sick 

Bank Pool. 
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L.  Family Illness 
 

1. In the case of illness in the immediate family (husband, wife, son, daughter, 

parents, or other person in the immediate household) a teacher shall be 

allowed to use his or her annual sick or disability leave in accordance with 
Section K, Part 1a.  At the discretion of the Superintendent, or his or her 

designee, a doctor's certificate may be required of teachers with respect to 

absence on family illness leave when said teacher is absent for five (5) or 
more consecutive days. 

 

2. A leave of absence of up to one year, without pay, will be granted for the 
purpose of caring for a sick member of the teacher's immediate family or 

household and such leave may be extended for one (1) year. 

 

M. Extended Leave 
 

1. Maternity Leave.  Leave which is taken due to pregnancy, miscarriage, 

abortion and/or child birth shall be taken at the discretion of the teacher and 
her doctor.  It shall be the responsibility of the teacher to submit a 

verification from her doctor as to when she should leave and return to her 

duties, giving thirty (30) days’ notice where feasible in either case.  
However, the teacher should give the approximate date of her return in the 

original request for such leave. 

 

The teacher may utilize any and all accrued leave for a total of up to thirteen 
(13) weeks.  The teacher shall be paid only to the extent of the number of 

leave days, which she has accumulated; any leave in excess of her 

accumulated leave days shall not be compensated. 
 

In all other respects, the teacher shall have all the advantages and benefits 

of this contract, and upon returning, shall be restored to the position held at 

the time the leave commenced.  The above leave time shall run concurrent 
with any state or federal family or parental leave requirements including, 

but not limited to, the Family Medical Leave Act. 
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2. Parental Leave.  Parental leave without pay or increment of up to twenty-
four (24) months for the care of children shall be granted to teachers upon 

application to the Superintendent.  The teacher who elects to take parental 

leave must notify the Superintendent in writing at least thirty (30) days prior 

to the commencement of the leave.  In his or her request for such leave, the 
teacher should state approximately what the length of leave shall be, i.e., 6 

months, 1 year, 18 months.  Returning teachers shall be restored to the 

position they held at the time such leave commenced.  In the event that the 
position is being filled by an appointed full-time teacher, or a teacher 

appointed by the School Committee to teach for the full term of the leave of 

absence, an equivalent position will be made available to the teacher 
returning from leave.  The returning teacher, however, will be restored to 

his or her original position at the start of the new school year.  In no case 

shall any temporary and/or substitute teacher be retained in a position 

claimed by a teacher returning from such parental leave. 
 

3. Other Leave 

 
a. Teachers will be granted a leave of absence for up to one year without 

pay, increment or benefits provided that the following conditions are 

satisfied: 
 

i. At least five years of full-time teaching in the Bristol Warren 

Regional School District. 

 
ii. The request for such leave must be received in writing by the 

Superintendent no later than August 1st for leave for the    upcoming 

school year. 
 

iii. Such leave is not to affect consecutive school years. 

 

iv. Teachers may not take a leave of absence in order to accept paid 
employment with another school district. 

 

b. A leave of absence may be granted at any time with the approval of the 
Superintendent. 

 

c. A leave of absence may be extended with the approval of the 
Superintendent. 
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N. Teacher Exchange Program 
 

1. The parties recognize that Teacher Exchange Programs provide an excellent 

means of bringing about cultural exchange and understanding.  Therefore, 

the Committee supports such programs and will authorize participation to 
the extent that it facilitates the best education possible for Bristol Warren 

students. 

 
2. Teachers who wish to participate in the exchange program shall observe the 

following: 

 
a. A written request shall be made to the principal and Superintendent for 

approval to apply. 

 

b. The written approval of the School Committee will be considered 
binding, providing acceptable exchange replacement is found. 

 

3. No more than one elementary teacher, one middle school teacher, and one 
secondary teacher per year shall be granted such leave. 

 

O. Purchase of Benefits While on Leave.  A leave without pay is considered to 
be a leave without benefits.  If a leave is without pay, the teacher can purchase 

benefits at the group rate of the school district. 
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ARTICLE 22 

POSITIONS IN SUMMER SCHOOL, EVENING SCHOOL, FEDERAL PROJECTS, 

AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
 

It is the goal of the Committee and the Association to fill each position with the 

most qualified individual.   
 

A. Openings for positions which are the subject of this Article shall be adequately 

publicized, which shall mean as a minimum that a notice shall be posted in each 
school at least seven days (7) days before the deadline for applications, except 

in cases of extreme emergency with the consultation of the President of the 

Association.  Teachers who have applied for such positions will be notified in 

writing as to the status of their applications before the appointment is made. 
 

B. Positions covered by the Article will, to the extent possible, be filled by regularly 

appointed teachers in the Bristol Warren School System. 
 

C. In filling such positions, consideration will be given to the teachers' area of 

competence, major and/or minor field of study, quality of teaching performance, 
attendance record, and years of service. 

 

D. Teachers participating in extracurricular activities will do so on a strictly 

voluntary basis. 
 

E. Any member of the negotiating unit may submit to the administration, for its 

consideration, a proposal for a federal, state, or private grant. 
 

F. If a federal, state, or local project is functioning in one of the Bristol Warren 

Schools, a copy of the project will be provided to a Bristol Warren Education 
Association representative at the school. 
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ARTICLE 23 

GENERAL 
 
A. Despite references herein to the Committee, the Superintendent, and the 

Association as such, each reserves the right to appoint a designee or designees 

to act on their behalf. 

 
B. Any provisions in individual contracts for the period of this agreement which 

are inconsistent or in conflict with the terms of this contract shall be superseded 

by the terms of this agreement.   
 

C. In the event that any part or provision of this agreement is in conflict with any 

law or regulation having the effect of law, such law or regulation shall prevail 
so long as such conflict remains.  In any such event all other provisions of this 

agreement shall continue in effect. 

 

D. The Association shall be assigned a place at all Committee meetings.  The 
Committee will also provide the Association with the advance copy of the 

agenda for all School Committee meetings.  (Excluding executive sessions.) 

 
E. When the Superintendent is preparing the school calendar for consideration by 

the Committee, he or she will invite the President of the Association, or his 

designee, to consult with him or her provided, however, and it is understood and 
agreed, that the school calendar shall be fixed by the Committee. 

 

F. This agreement constitutes Committee policy for the term of said agreement, 

and the Committee will carry out the commitments contained herein and give 
them full force and effect as school policy.  The Committee will amend its 

administrative regulations and take such other action as may be necessary in 

order to give full force and effect to the provisions of this agreement. 
 

G. The Association shall publish this agreement and distribute copies to all certified 

personnel who are affected thereby with the completion of each contract.  The 

Committee shall be consulted thereon before final publication.  One-half of the 
cost of printing will be borne by the Association and it is mutually agreed that 

the printing of the contract will be awarded to the lowest responsible bidder. 

 
H. Academic freedom shall be guaranteed to all teachers. 

 

I. At any time, during the term of this contract, items may be re-negotiated by 
mutual consent of the Committee and the Association. 

 

J. The School Committee agrees to publish along with the agreement as an 
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appendix a listing of all extracurricular positions and their compensation.  This 
listing shall contain athletic coaches and class advisors, but shall not be limited 

to these positions.  Further, the Association agrees that this listing is not to imply 

that these positions are within the bargaining unit nor are they covered by the 

agreement. 
 

K. Use of the public address system on a school-wide basis in those schools having 

such a system will be restricted to five minutes before school starts and five 
minutes before school ends.  The public address system will be used at other 

times only when necessary or said announcement concerns a large percentage 

of the school population. 
 

L. At the option of either the superintendent or the Association, and to facilitate 

communication and cooperation between the parties, the Superintendent and a 

representative of the Association shall meet and consult twice a month during 
the school year on matters of mutual concern or proposed policy changes. 

 

M. Reimbursement for authorized use of teachers' automobiles to perform assigned 
school duties shall be made at the prevailing IRS rate per mile.  All claims for 

travel reimbursement shall be submitted on forms provided by the Committee 

and reimbursement shall be made on a monthly basis. 
 

N.  The School Committee will provide the Association with a job description for 

each position in the Bristol Warren Regional School District as soon as possible 

after execution of this Agreement.  The Association will be advised in writing 
of any change or modification in a job description. 
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ARTICLE 24 

ADVISORY COMMITTEES 
 
A. Superintendent's Advisory Committee 

 

The Superintendent’s Advisory Committee shall support and communicate the 

District Strategic Plan. The committee shall review the impact to teaching and 
learning and teacher responsibilities. The committee shall also discuss 

educational matters of concern to teachers based on the District’s annual data. 

 
The Superintendent’s Advisory Committee will serve for the length of the 

contract. The committee will be comprised of four (4) elementary teachers, two 

(2) middle school teachers, two (2) high school teachers and two (2) support 
staff to be appointed by the BWEA leadership, in addition to one administrator 

and the Superintendent. 

 

The Superintendent will call meetings on a bimonthly basis. Recommendations 
of the committee shall be advisory and shall not bind the Superintendent in 

making decisions. 

 
B. Faculty Advisory Committee 

 

The principal in each elementary and secondary school shall in September of 
each year establish a Faculty Advisory Committee from among interested 

members of the individual school staff. 

 
The purpose of the Advisory Committee shall be to meet periodically with the 

principal to discuss educational matters of concern to the teachers and the 

principal relating to the respective schools provided that such meetings will not 
interfere with the educational activities of the building. 

 

The Committee shall be organized on the following basis: 
 

1. Elementary schools with less than twelve (12) teachers, three (3) teachers 
nominated by the faculty. 

 

2. Elementary schools with twelve (12) or more teachers, five (5) teachers 

nominated by the faculty. 
 

3. In the Kickemuit Middle and Mount Hope High Schools the number of 

members on the Committee is not to exceed 10% of the number of staff 
members in the school. 
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These nominations shall be conducted annually as provided for above.  Faculty 
Advisory Committees shall not be established unless the above specified 

numbers of teachers are nominated and have accepted. 

 

The principal shall consider all recommendations of the Committee.  The 
Committee shall be strictly advisory, and their position on any matter shall not 

bind the principal in making decisions. 

 
The Committee shall keep the faculty informed regarding the Committee's 

deliberations on a bi-monthly basis.  Principals shall make every effort to discuss 

with the Faculty Advisory Committee any change in policy prior to the 
presentation of this change to the entire faculty. 
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ARTICLE 25 

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
 
Since it is important that grievances be processed as rapidly as possible, the number 

of days indicated at each level should be considered as maximum and every effort 

should be made to expedite the process.  The time limits specified may, however, be 

extended by mutual agreement. 
 

A.  Definition 

 
1. Any dispute arising concerning the interpretation or application of the terms 

of this Agreement or the rights claimed to exist there under, or that a teacher 

has been treated inequitably by reason of an act or condition which is 
contrary to established School Committee policy shall be subject of a 

grievance and shall be processed in accordance with the procedure set forth 

hereinafter. 

 
2. An "aggrieved person" is any person or group of persons from within the 

BWEA making a claim under this Article. 

 
3. A "party in interest" is an aggrieved person, any person who might be 

required to take action or against whom action might be taken in order to 

resolve the claim, and the chairman of the Bristol Warren Education 
Association Grievance Committee or his or her designee. 

 

B.  Purpose 

 
1. The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible 

administrative level, equitable solutions to the problems which may, from 

time to time, arise.  The parties agree that these proceedings will be kept as 
informal and confidential as may be appropriate at any level of the 

procedure. 

 

2. Nothing herein contained will be construed as limiting the right of any 
teacher having a grievance to discuss the matter informally with the 

appropriate member of the administration at Level One and having the 

grievance adjusted at Level One without intervention of the Association, 
provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this 

Agreement. 
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C.   Procedure. If a grievance is based upon a specific act by the Superintendent or 
the School Committee, the grievance may be initiated at the level of the 

Superintendent in accordance with the procedure set forth in Section C, Level 

Two, below. 

 
1. Level One. A teacher with a grievance shall first discuss it with his or her 

appropriate supervisor either directly or with an Association representative 

with the objective of resolving the matter informally.  If the grievance is not 
adjusted informally under the provisions of B-2, then it shall be presented 

by the teacher in writing.  The supervisor's written disposition shall be 

returned to the teacher or his or her representative within five (5) school 
days of the presentation or two calendar weeks in the summer. 

 

2. Level Two. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 

his grievance at Level One, or if no decision has been rendered within five 
(5) school days, or two calendar weeks in the summer, after presentation of 

the grievance, he or she may file the grievance in writing with the 

Chairperson of the Grievance committee, detailing the reasons therefore.  
Upon presentation of the grievance to the Superintendent, the 

Superintendent will grant a hearing to the aggrieved person and his or her 

representative within seven (7) school days, or two calendar weeks in the 
summer. 

 

After the hearing, the superintendent's written disposition shall be returned 

to the teacher or his or her representative within seven (7) school days of the 
presentation or two calendar weeks in the summer. 

 

All grievances at Level Two and above will be handled by the Association.  
 

3. Level Three. 

 

a. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of his or her 
grievance at level Two, or if no decision has been rendered within seven 

(7) school days, or two calendar weeks in the summer, after referral to 

the Superintendent, the Chairman of the Bristol Warren Education 
Association Grievance Committee will refer it to the School Committee 

provided such referral has been approved by the BWEA Grievance 

Committee. 
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b. The School Committee will meet in executive session, or if the 
aggrieved so requests, in open session, no later than its next regularly 

scheduled meeting, whenever possible, but in no event shall it be later 

than the following regularly scheduled bi-monthly meeting, to consider 

all grievances which have been submitted to it since the last meeting .  
Any party of interest shall have the right to appear before the Committee 

and be heard.  The Bristol Warren Education Association Grievance 

Committee must be represented at this meeting.  The School Committee 
shall render a written disposition to the teacher, or his or her 

representative, detailing the reasons therefore, within seven (7) school 

days of the presentation, or two (2) calendar weeks in the summer. 
 

4. Level Four. If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of 

the grievance at Level Three, then within twenty (20) calendar days after the 

completion of Level Three, he or she may: 
 

a. pursue such method of review as may be established by law or 

regulation, or 
 

b. request that the Bristol Warren Education Association Grievance 

Committee submit the grievance for arbitration.  If the Bristol Warren 
Education Association elects to submit the grievance for arbitration, 

the following procedure will be followed: 

 

i. Within ten (10) days after such written notice of submission to 
arbitration, the Superintendent and the Association will agree upon 

a mutually acceptable arbitrator and will obtain a commitment from 

said arbitrator to serve, in accordance with the rules of the American 
Arbitration Association.  If the parties are unable to agree upon a 

mutually acceptable arbitrator or to obtain such a commitment 

within the specified period, a request for a list of arbitrators may be 

made to the American Arbitration Association by either party. 
 

ii. The arbitrator shall not be empowered to make any decision 

amending, modifying, adding to or  subtracting from the provisions 
of this Agreement, or which usurps the functions of the Committee 

or the proper exercise of its judgment and discretion under law or 

regulation having the effect of law. He or she shall not alter or 
modify any policy or action of the School Committee or the 

Superintendent which is consistent with the terms of this 

Agreement.  The decisions of the arbitrator, if made in accordance 

with the jurisdiction and authority under this Agreement, will be 
accepted as final by the parties to the dispute and both sides will 
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abide by it.  The arbitrator will be bound by the AAA Voluntary 
Labor Arbitration Rules. 

 

iii. Fees and necessary expenses of the arbitrator shall be borne equally 

by the Education Association and the Committee. 
 

iv. By agreement of the parties, the Labor Relations Connection and its 

applicable rules may be substituted for the American Arbitration 
Association. 

 

D. Grievances concerning suspension and discharge must be filed within seven (7) 
school days of such action or within two calendar weeks in summer. 

 

E. Every attempt shall be made to schedule grievances during after-school hours.  

When it is necessary for an Association representative member of the Grievance 
Committee, or other representative designated by the Association to investigate 

a grievance or attend a grievance meeting or hearing during a school day, he or 

she shall, upon notice to his or her supervisor and/or principal and to the 
Superintendent, be released, without loss of pay, limited to three (3) periods per 

week in order to permit participation in the aforementioned activities. 

 
F. Grievances may be initiated by individual teachers or by the Association where 

a group of teachers feel aggrieved. 

 

G. All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a 
grievance will be filed separately from the official files of the participants. 

 

H. If a grievance other than those mentioned in Section D hereof, is not filed in 
writing within fifteen (15) school days after the aggrieved teacher becomes 

aware of the act or condition on which the grievance is based, then the grievance 

shall be deemed to be waived. 
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ARTICLE 26 

REOPENER 
 

During the term of the 2023-2026 Collective Bargaining Agreement between the 
Bristol Warren Regional School Committee (“Committee”) and the BWEA / NEARI 

(collectively the “Union”), the undersigned parties hereby agree as follows: 

 
The Committee and the Union acknowledge that collaboration is a vital part of their 

relationship and a necessary component to the continued vitality of public education 

in the District.  In view of the difficult financial times currently facing the State of 

Rhode Island, reductions to the amount of State education aid received by the towns 
of Bristol and Warren, funding from the Joint Finance Committee, and related 

reductions in teaching positions and/or programs is of significant concern to both 

parties.  To this end both the Union and the Committee agree to take the following 
steps for the duration of the 2023-2026 Collective Bargaining Agreement: 

 

• jointly lobby the Rhode Island General Assembly in an effort to 

obtain increased funding for local education; and 
 

• otherwise support efforts to increase aid for public education, 

including but not limited to, creating a fair and equitable public 

education funding formula. 

 
Furthermore, should the State education aid to Bristol and/or Warren, or funding 

from the Joint Finance Committee, be reduced during the term of the 2023-2026 

Collective Bargaining Agreement, upon written request of either party, 
representatives of the Committee and Union agree to meet, negotiate, and implement 

mutually agreed-upon cost-saving measures in order to substantially reduce or 

eliminate the need for cuts to teaching positions and/or programs related to the 
reduction in aid or funding. 
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APPENDIX A 

Salaries 
 

Salary:  For the school year 2023-2024, there shall be a 2% increase in salary.  For 

the school year 2024-2025, there shall be a 2.75% increase in salary.  For the school 
year 2025-2026, there shall be a 3.25% increase in salary. 
 

2023-2024 BA BA+30 MA MA+20 MA+30 CAGS Doctorate 

Step 1 $47,114  $48,511  $50,239  $50,439  $50,739  $50,939  $51,439  

Step 2 $50,650  $52,047  $53,775  $53,975  $54,275  $54,475  $54,975  

Step 3 $54,175  $55,572  $57,300  $57,500  $57,800  $58,000  $58,500  

Step 4 $57,828  $59,225  $60,953  $61,153  $61,453  $61,653  $62,153  

Step 5 $61,575  $62,972  $64,700  $64,900  $65,200  $65,400  $65,900  

Step 6 $65,452  $66,849  $68,577  $68,777  $69,077  $69,277  $69,777  

Step 7 $69,271  $70,668  $72,396  $72,596  $72,896  $73,096  $73,596  

Step 8 $73,095  $74,492  $76,220  $76,420  $76,720  $76,920  $77,420  

Step 9 $77,276  $78,673  $80,401  $80,601  $80,901  $81,101  $81,601  

Step 10 $81,464  $82,861  $84,589  $84,789  $85,089  $85,289  $85,789  

Step 11 $85,887  $87,284  $89,012  $89,212  $89,512  $89,712  $90,212  

Step 12 $90,559  $91,956  $93,684  $93,884  $94,184  $94,384  $94,884  

                
2024-2025 BA BA+30 MA MA+20 MA+30 CAGS Doctorate 

Step 1 $48,409  $49,806  $51,534  $51,734  $52,034  $52,234  $52,734  

Step 2 $52,043  $53,440  $55,168  $55,368  $55,668  $55,868  $56,368  

Step 3 $55,665  $57,062  $58,790  $58,990  $59,290  $59,490  $59,990  

Step 4 $59,418  $60,815  $62,543  $62,743  $63,043  $63,243  $63,743  

Step 5 $63,269  $64,666  $66,394  $66,594  $66,894  $67,094  $67,594  

Step 6 $67,252  $68,649  $70,377  $70,577  $70,877  $71,077  $71,577  

Step 7 $71,176  $72,573  $74,301  $74,501  $74,801  $75,001  $75,501  

Step 8 $75,105  $76,502  $78,230  $78,430  $78,730  $78,930  $79,430  

Step 9 $79,401  $80,798  $82,526  $82,726  $83,026  $83,226  $83,726  

Step 10 $83,705  $85,102  $86,830  $87,030  $87,330  $87,530  $88,030  

Step 11 $88,249  $89,646  $91,374  $91,574  $91,874  $92,074  $92,574  

Step 12 $93,049  $94,446  $96,174  $96,374  $96,674  $96,874  $97,374  

                
2025-2026 BA BA+30 MA MA+20 MA+30 CAGS Doctorate 

Step 1 $49,983  $51,380  $53,108  $53,308  $53,608  $53,808  $54,308  

Step 2 $53,734  $55,131  $56,859  $57,059  $57,359  $57,559  $58,059  

Step 3 $57,474  $58,871  $60,599  $60,799  $61,099  $61,299  $61,799  

Step 4 $61,349  $62,746  $64,474  $64,674  $64,974  $65,174  $65,674  

Step 5 $65,325  $66,722  $68,450  $68,650  $68,950  $69,150  $69,650  

Step 6 $69,438  $70,835  $72,563  $72,763  $73,063  $73,263  $73,763  

Step 7 $73,489  $74,886  $76,614  $76,814  $77,114  $77,314  $77,814  

Step 8 $77,546  $78,943  $80,671  $80,871  $81,171  $81,371  $81,871  

Step 9 $81,982  $83,379  $85,107  $85,307  $85,607  $85,807  $86,307  

Step 10 $86,425  $87,822  $89,550  $89,750  $90,050  $90,250  $90,750  

Step 11 $91,117  $92,514  $94,242  $94,442  $94,742  $94,942  $95,442  

Step 12 $96,073  $97,470  $99,198  $99,398  $99,698  $99,898  $100,398  
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Salary Amounts 

Degree Compensation Lanes 

 

BA+301 ....................................... $1397 

MA ............................................. $3125 
MA+20 ....................................... $3325 

MA+30 ....................................... $3625 

CAGS ......................................... $3825 
Doctorate .................................... $4325 

National Board Certification2 ....... $3325 

 
1.  There is no progression to this lane category.  Current employees who receive this stipend will 

continue to do so.   
 
2.  The Degree Lane for National Board Certification is paid in addition to any other Degree Lane 

stipend to which the teacher may be entitled.  Effective 9/1/2011, the degree lane for National 
Board Certification shall be extended to include specialists who earn national certification within 
their respective disciplines. The Degree Lane for National Board Certification is paid in addition 

to any other Degree Lane stipend to which the teacher may be entitled.  Effective 9/1/2011, the 
degree lane for National Board Certification shall be extended to include specialists who earn 
national certification within their respective disciplines. 

 

Longevity 

After 15 Years of Service .............. $850 

After 20 Years of Service ............ $1400 
After 25 Years of Service ............ $1950 

 
Teachers who, effective September 1, 2011, have reached any of the above plateaus shall continue to 
receive the specified longevity payment.  Teachers who have yet to reach any of the above plateaus 
shall upon reaching the next plateau, receive the compensation indicated below: 

 

After 20 Years of Service ............ $1000 

After 25 Years of Service ............ $1500 
 

Professional Stipends 

Professional Development3 ......... $35/hr. 
Curriculum Work ....................... $35/hr. 

Teaching Work4 ......................... $35/hr. 

 
3. Professional Development outside of required 20 hours. 
 
4. Teaching Work is any work with direct student contact. 
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K-12 Instructional Leaders 
 

• MLL Coordinator...............................................$3,000.00 per year 

• Grades 8-12 World Languages ...........................$4,000.00 per year 

• Grades 6-12 Guidance ........................................$4,000.00 per year 

• PreK-12 Nurses..................................................$3,000.00 per year 

• PreK-12 Health/PE ............................................$5,000.00 per year 

 

 
Middle Level Coordinators 

 

• Science ..........................................$3,000.00 per year (2023-2024) 

• Social Studies ........$3,000.00 per year (2023-2024 and 2024-2025) 

 
 

Secondary Level Leaders  

 

 2023-2024 2024-2025 2025-2026 

CTE Coordinator 

 

$5,000 $5,000 $5,000 

Department Chair 
Humanities, STEM 

$6,000 N/A N/A 

Teacher Leader 

Humanities, STEM 

$4,000 N/A N/A 

Department Chair 
Music, Visual Arts 

$3,000 $3,000 $3,000 

Department Chair 

English, Math 

N/A $6,000 $6,000 

Department Chair 
Science, Social Studies 

N/A $5,000 $5,000 
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APPENDIX B 

BENEFITS 

 
Health Insurance:  As provided in Article 6 

 

Life Insurance Coverage:  $50,000 

 

Employees may purchase, at their own expense, additional life insurance. 

 
Retirees will have the right to purchase insurance coverage as provided in Rhode 

Island law. 

 

Tuition Aid:  $1000 

 

Total Tuition Aid to BWEA members will be capped at $25,000 for any school year.  

It shall be allotted in alignment with the District fiscal year (July 1 through June 30) 
as follows: 

 

Summer Courses $10,000 
Fall Courses $7,500 

Spring Courses $7,500 
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APPENDIX C 

SICK LEAVE BANK GUIDELINES 
 

The Sick Leave Bank shall be administered by a committee of three (3) BWEA 
members. Said members shall be appointed by the BWEA Co-Presidents with the 

approval of the Representative Council. 

 
Decisions of the Sick Leave Bank Committee shall be final and binding and not 

subject to appeal or the grievance and arbitration procedure. 

 

1. Upon signing this Memorandum of Agreement, each teacher shall make a 
contribution of one (1) day to the Sick Leave Bank. 

 

2. The Sick Leave Pool shall carry over days remaining at the end of one 
contractual year to the next contractual year and will continue for the term 

of this Contract. 

 
3. In the event that the pool is in excess of 1500 days at the start of each school 

year, all professional personnel who have donated the previous year shall be 

automatically covered without the need of contributing another day.  Annual 

contributions will be reinstituted when the minimum level of two hundred 
(200) days is reached and continued until the 1500 day maximum is reached.  

New teachers are required to join the pool and will contribute one day when 

hired. 
 

4. In the event that, during the school year, the Sick Leave Pool is reduced 

below two hundred (200) days, all professional personnel must immediately 
donate one (1) day each to continue the coverage. 

 

5. A member may apply to the Sick Leave Bank for extended sick leave due 

to prolonged major illness or accident.  Prolonged major illness or accident 
shall be defined as absence due to a serious or dangerous sickness, disease, 

or accident documented by adequate medical evidence as required by the 

Sick Leave Bank Committee.  Elective surgeries and procedures that are not 
urgent in nature do not qualify.  Qualifies reasons for absence must be 

deemed urgent and immediate.  Every effort should be made to have elective 

surgery during a teacher’s vacation time.  The committee retains the right to 

deny a member’s application of sick bank days due to elective surgery or a 
procedure that has not been indicated as urgent and necessary by a medical 

professional. 
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6. The initial grant of sick leave by the Sick Leave Bank Committee to an 
eligible teacher may be up to a maximum of sixty (60) school days for any 

one (1) prolonged illness, injury, surgery.  

 

The committee reserves the right to disperse awarded days to conform to the 
applicant’s scheduling needs (i.e. an applicant asks for flex time so he or she 

can continue to work while receiving treatment). 

 
Reapplication can be made at the end of the initial grant for subsequent 

grants of up to forty (40) days.   In the event that a teacher receives sick 

leave from the Bank which extends to the end of a school year, such 
teacher must reapply to the Bank for the ensuing school year in order to be 

considered for any additional benefits. 

 

The maximum grant for any one (1) illness or accident, as defined herein, 
shall not exceed one hundred eighty (180) school days. 

 

7. Teachers requesting a grant (initial or additional) from the Sick Leave Bank 
must do so in writing.  Any teacher requesting a leave from the Sick Leave 

Bank must provide, at his or her expense, medical documentation from 

his/her physician concerning diagnosis, course of treatment, prognosis, and, 
if known, the anticipated date of return to work.   

 

8. For initial or additional Sick Leave Bank coverage, and to maintain 

confidentiality, the member is requested to send only one (1) copy of the 
information listed in the application at the end of these guidelines to the Sick 

Leave Bank Chairperson.  Further, the member is required to inform the 

BWEA Presidents, and the Superintendent or designee, in writing, that 
she/he is requesting time from the Bank and that she/he will be out of work 

due to medical reasons.   

 

9. The Sick Leave Bank Committee reserves the right to require a complete 
examination (second opinion) of the teacher by a physician recommended 

by the Sick Leave Bank Committee. 

 
10. Do not apply for Sick Leave Bank benefits if you intend to apply for 

Worker’s Compensation Insurance (Article 15 A. 6).  You cannot be paid 

from both the Sick Leave Bank and Workers’ Compensation. 
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11. Any teacher, who is a member of the Sick Leave Pool and experiences a 
major illness or accident as defined above, but does not have accumulated 

personal sick time available, may be granted Sick Leave Bank benefits by a 

majority vote of the Sick Leave Bank Committee. 

 
12. Application to the Sick Leave Bank Committee: 

 

a. The teacher must send a written request to the Sick Leave Bank 
Committee, Attention:  Sick Leave Bank Committee Chairperson. 

 

b. This application to the Committee must be accompanied by a 
comprehensive medical report from the physician stating why the 

teacher is not able to work and needs to include: 

i. Medical condition/diagnosis 

ii. Treatment plan 
iii. Prognosis 

iv. Expected date of return to work, if known 

 
It is the teacher’s responsibility to request and obtain this medical 

information from their physician. 

 
c. The items in a. and b. must be sent to the Sick Leave Bank 

Committee each time the member either initially applies or 

reapplies for days.  

 
13. In the event that the terms contained in this Appendix, Sick Leave Bank 

Guidelines, conflict with the terms contained in Article 21. K, Sick or 

Disability Leave, the terms and conditions of Article 21. K, Sick or 
Disability Leave, shall prevail. 
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PLEASE NOTE: 

 

The current print version of the 2023-26 Collective Bargaining 
Agreement is significantly longer page-wise than the previous 

printed agreement (2017-2020) primarily due to the increase in the 

font size used in this print version. 

 
 

 

 


